
Installation and Configuration
for Electronic Telephone Systems

ETS-4308 I, ETS-2204 I, ETS-2206 I
and ETS-2106 I Revision 2



Connection Options for the ETS-2204 I or ETS-2206 I

� Western jack for connecting to the ISDN (external S0 port).

� S0 monitor with male connector strip for external LED display.

� Western jacks connected in-parallel for connecting the ISDN telephones (internal S0 port).

� DIL switches for terminating resistors on the internal S0 bus.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting the internal S0 bus.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting the four analog subscribers (in the case of the
ETS-2204 I) or the six analog subscribers (with the ETS 2206 I) with subscriber numbers 31-34 or
31-36 respectively.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting a system display.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting an Auerswald TFS-2616, for example, to a power sup-
ply that is switchable via the first relay.

	 Screw terminals (removable) for connecting a door opener, for example, to the second relay.


 Screw terminals (removable) for connecting a door interphone system, for example, to the first relay.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting the two possible bell keys.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting a computer/a printer via the COM port.

 Cinch jack for connecting external music on hold.

Connection Options for the ETS-2106 I Revision 2

� Western jack for connecting to the ISDN (external S0 port).

� S0 monitor with male connector strip for external LED display.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting the six analog subscribers (calling numbers 31-36).

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting a system display.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting an Auerswald TFS-2616, for example, to a power sup-
ply that is switchable via the first relay.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting a door opener, for example, to the second relay.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting a door interphone system, for example, to the first relay.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting the two possible bell keys.

	 Screw terminals (removable) for connecting a computer/a printer via the COM port.


 Cinch jack for connecting external music on hold.
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Connection Options for the ETS-4308 I

� Port for S0E-4308 I expansion module (second external S0 port).

� Port for S0E-4308 I expansion module (internal S0 port).

� Western jack for connecting to the ISDN (first external S0 port).

� S0 monitor with male connector strip for external LED display.

� Jumpers for terminating resistors on the internal S0 bus.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting the internal S0 bus.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting the two possible system displays.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting the eight analog subscribers (calling numbers 31-38).

	 Screw terminals (removable) for connecting an Auerswald TFS-2616, for example, to a power sup-
ply that is switchable via the first relay.


 Screw terminals (removable) for connecting a door opener, for example, to the second relay.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting a door interphone system, for example, to the first relay.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting a second doorbell.

 Screw terminals (removable) for connecting the four possible bell keys.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting an alarm system contact.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting an equipment controller, for example, to the third relay.

� Screw terminals (removable) for connecting a computer/a printer via the COM port.

� Cinch jack for connecting external music on hold.

Overview of Functions

Connection options for making internal and
external calls ETS-2204/2206 I ETS-2106 I Rev. 2 ETS-4308 I

External S0 ports 1 1 1 to max. of 2

External type of connection PTP or PTMP con-
nection

PTP or PTMP con-
nection

PTP and/or PTMP 
connection

External dialling mode Euro-ISDN (DSS1) Euro-ISDN (DSS1) Euro-ISDN (DSS1)

Internal S0 ports 1 - Max. of 1

Internal type of connection PTMP connection PTMP connection PTMP connection

Internal analog extension 4/6 6 8

Internal dialling mode Pulse/DTMF/DSS1 Pulse/DTMF Pulse/DTMF/DSS1

Connection Options for Special Accessories ETS-2204/2206 I ETS-2106 I Rev. 2 ETS-4308 I

S0E-4308: S0 expansion (optionally as an inter-
nal or external S0 port) - - 1

System displays 1 1 2

Door terminals* 1 1 1

Devices controllable via a switching relay* 2 2 3

Switch contact of alarm system - - 1
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* By installing a door terminal, you lose two switching relays.

Second doorbell - - 1

door keys 2 2 4

External music on hold 1 1 1

Features ETS-2204/2206 I ETS-2106 I Rev. 2 ETS-4308 I

Alarm Functions - - �
Call forwarding (CFU, CFB, CFNR) � � �

call forwarding from door terminal � � �
Immediate connection without dialling � � �

Code calling � � �
Data protection for fax and modem � � �

Direct external telephone � � �
Outgoing access (number of levels) � (6) � (6) � (6)

Remote programming � � �
Remote switching* � � �
Release numbers � � �

Charge account � � �
Charge metering � � �

Call charge signal generation � � �
Simultaneous calls (internal) 4 4 8

Call pick-up � � �
Call data recording (number of calls) � (1000) � (1000) � (1000)

Initialization (number of levels) � (3) � (3) � (3)

Abbreviated dialling memory (central/per ext.) � (190/10) � (190/10) � (190/10)

Long abbreviated dialling memory (100 digits) � (4) � (4) � (4)

Alternation � � �
Emergency call store � (10) � (10) � (10)

Emergency call priority function � � �
Password protection (number of levels) � (4) � (4) � (4)

Programming using PC � � �
Programming using telephone (partially) � � �

Room monitoring � � �
Call-back function � � �

Call diversion � � �
Call discrimination � � �

Call groups 8 8 8

Software update via ISDN/PC � � �
Day/night switching: manually/automatically � � �

Door functions with TFS-2616/TSA-500 � � �
Clock functions � � �

ISDN adapter capability for analog PBXs � � �
Dial pause in abbreviated dialling memory � � �

block numbers � � �
dial tone switching � � �
PC dialling support � � �

Music on hold internal/external � � �
Telealerting with block formation � � �

Transfer outwards � � �

Connection Options for Special Accessories ETS-2204/2206 I ETS-2106 I Rev. 2 ETS-4308 I
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Dear Customer,
Thank you for choosing an Auerswald PBX. Would you like to install your PBX yourself? This
won't be any problem at all, provided you read carefully the chapter entitled Chapter Con-
nection and Assembly on page I-9 and Chapter Connecting to the ISDN and Carrying Out
Initial Commissioning on page I-23 all the way through and follow the instructions step by
step. In no time at all, you'll be making phone calls from your new PBX.

When you have worked through Chapter PTMP Connection on page I-24 or Chapter PTP
Connection on page I-31, your PBX is already configured such that the individual telephones
only ring with the entered and subsequently assigned calling numbers. In conjunction with
the default settings that are available (refer to Chapter Default Settings on page I-79), the
status of your system is such that you can make phone calls as well as being able to use the
door and other additional functions.

With the aid of Chapter Programming on page I-40, you can now set up an even more cus-
tomized configuration by telephone. You can, for example, make special settings for differ-
ent equipment like fax machines and modems as well as saving frequently used calling
numbers in the abbreviated dialling memory.

The supplied user software (refer to Chapter CD or Floppy Disk Containing User Program
for Windows on page I-81) provides you with further custom settings. If you do not want to
use these settings, you do not necessarily have to connect a PC. However, it is advisable to
use an available computer for programming the PBX, since the wide range of functions that
are available in the PBX would make programming using the telephone a very time-consum-
ing process.

This is how to get up and running particularly quickly:

� Connect the available telephones to your PBX (refer to Page I-12 and Page I-14) and
enter internal extensions 41-48 as the MSNs in the available ISDN telephones (refer to
the telephone's operating instructions/do not assign the numbers twice).

� Connect the PBX to the ISDN (refer to Page I-25 for PTMP connection or Page I-32 for
PTP connection).

� Apart from this, connect the PBX to the 230-V mains (refer to Page I-26 for PTMP con-
nection or Page I-32 for PTP connection).

� With PTP connection only: On the external S0 port, activate connection type PTP (refer
to I-34/first observe the information below!)

� You can now make internal and external telephone calls. When somebody calls you from
outside, the telephones ring that have internal calling numbers 31, 32, 41 and 42 if they
are present.

h For you to be able to receive calls from outside following these quick commissioning
measures, your PBX must be in the as-delivered condition (if the system was already in
operation, reset it as described on Page I-26).
You have to note some differences that depend on which of the PBXes that are described
here you are using. Information regarding ISDN telephones, for example, refers only to
PBXes that have internal S0 ports. For more details of this topic, refer to the overview of
features on the cover.
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The diagram below shows you an example of how to connect a PBX:

� Connection on NT (network terminal equipment for basic access) using supplied ISDN cable.

� Permanent internal S0 bus with maximum of 12 ISDN (RJ 45) sockets for ISDN equipment.

� Permanent line with telephone sockets for analog equipment.

� Connection via serial port using a screened cable (a 9-pin cable is supplied).

� Permanent line with connection socket for system display.

� Connection via a cinch male connector cable of an external unit for playing music, e.g. Auerswald's DAR-4000

� Connection of a door terminal by means of a multi-core cable.

� Alarm system with normally open contact via a two-core bell wire.

	 Permanent line for second doorbell

1 Connection and Assembly
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With the european DSS1 (Euro-ISDN) protocol, you initially need one S0 connection (or two
S0 connections if you want to run an ETS-4308 I with a second external S0 port).

Your PBX is designed for the following types of connection:

� Basic access as a point-to-mulitpoint (PTMP) connection.

� Basic access as a point-to-point (PTP) connection.

If you are not sure which type of connection you have (e.g. because you didn't apply for your
ISDN connection yourself), you should contact your service provider.

For connecting your ISDN equipment, your pro-
vider will install in your house or office one (or
two) NTs (network terminators for basic access.)
You will be able to recognize the NT by its green
or white rectangular housing and the two sockets
� (what are known as the ISDN sockets), which
are generally located on the bottom end face of
the housing; there are, however, variations
depending on the country and the manufacturer.
Your PBX will only function correctly if the NT is
also running properly.

If you have a PTMP ISDN connection, you can
connect an additional S0 bus with twelve more

ISDN sockets. On this bus, you can then connect up to eight pieces of ISDN equipment
including your PBX. However, if your PBX has an internal S0 bus, it is more sensible to con-
nect any further pieces of ISDN equipment to this bus. 

Use the supplied ISDN cable to connect the PBX to the NT.

It is a definite advantage if you operate your PBX directly next to your NT to prevent long
transfer routes between the two devices (the supplied ISDN connection cable is about one
meter long). If there is an S0 bus on your NT, you can of course connect your PBX to one of
the ISDN sockets on it.

Apart from this, you need a power supply (an easily accessible 230-V mains socket close
to the installation location) for your PBX and for the NT (if it has a mains plug and your ISDN
is a PTMP one.)

Do not install your PBX on premises that are subject to high levels of humidity, that are at
risk from dirt or extreme temperatures. You should also avoid mechanical stress (e.g. vibra-
tions) and keep away from equipment that emit electromagnetic fields or respond in a sen-
sitive way to electromagnetic radiation (e.g. radio receivers, ham radio equipment, or
similar.)

1. 1 The ISDN Connection

1. 1. 1 The Type of Connection

1. 1. 2 The NT

1. 2 Installation Location
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Before opening the housing, always ensure that the plug has been removed from the mains
socket. Do not touch the live conductors or the telephone connections: this can be
deadly!

The housing consists of a base plate and the top section. Both sections snap together
and you separate them as follows:

j Using a screwdriver or a similar narrow tool that fits into the slot in the middle of the lid,
lever the cover off towards the housing as shown in the diagram.

This is how to mount your PBX on the wall:

j Use the four screws and pegs supplied with the PBX to fasten the base by means of
the fastening holes in the corners of the base plate. You should use the drilling template for
AUERSWALD PBXes to mark the positions of the holes.

Every ETS-4308 I is supplied with one S0E-4308 expansion module. Depending on which
slot you are using on your basic unit's PCB, you can implement one of the following: an inter-
nal S0 port (internal module slot on the right) or a second external S0 port (Amt 2 module
slot on the left.)

To carry out assembly, plug the S0E-4308 expansion module into the appropriately labelled
socket. When you do this, the component side must be on the side away from the trans-

1. 3 Opening and Assembling the Housing

e IMPORTANT: For safety reasons, you must not remove the PCB with mounted com-
ponents from the housing.

h To make the connection, use the removable terminal strips and the female connec-
tors on the bottom edge of the PCB with mounted components.
The cutouts in the base plate are for routing in all the connecting cables. Take care to
ensure tension relief that may be necessary by using clips, binders or similar.

1. 3. 1 Mounting the S0E-4308 Expansion Module
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former (the large black cube-shaped component. It is not possible to plug in the module the
wrong way round by mistake. Always unplug the unit from the mains before carrying
out any assembly work.

The ETS-2204 I PBX has an internal S0 port. You can add an internal S0 port to the
ETS-4308 I PBX by plugging in the S0E-4308 expansion module. If you have a PBX with
internal port, you can connect up to eight pieces of ISDN equipment. All the equipment must
be approved Euro-ISDN (DSS1) devices. 

The feed voltage that the PBX
produces is about the same as
that of your ISDN basic ac-
cess. This means that you can
use up to four devices that do
not have their own power sup-
plies (e.g. most Euro-ISDN tel-
ephones) and therefore need
to be supplied by the PBX. As
with the NT of a PTMP connec-
tion, there are two Western
sockets available on the inter-
nal S0 port that allow you to di-
rectly connect two ISDN de-
vices. Here, you can connect
an Auerswald ISDN-Multiplug
(optional special accessory)
for distribution. The diagram
shows an example of a con-
nection layout without an inter-
nal S0 bus.

� Western sockets on the PBX's PCB (with the ETS-4308 I on the S0E-4308 expansion module).

� Terminating resistors on the PCB to be switched (Default setting: activated).

� ISDN cable (maximum of 10 meters long) with two identical RJ 45 (Western) jacks on both ends for
connecting the ISDN equipment, e.g. ISDN telephones and ISDN PC cards.

1. 4 Connecting the ISDN Telephones to the Internal S0 Port

h To guarantee proper functioning, the cables that you use must be a maximum of
10 meters long.
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This is how to connect your ISDN telephones:

Plug one end of the cable supplied with your telephone into the telephone's appropriate
socket and the other end of the cable into the one of the available RJ 45 sockets in your PBX
or into an ISDN socket on the S0 bus that may be present.

Internal calling numbers 41 to 48 are available for the eight possible pieces of ISDN equip-
ment that you can connect. You must inform the individual devices (Euro-ISDN telephones,
ISDN fax machines, ISDN PC cards, etc.) of the calling number to which they have to
respond in each case. To do this, you must enter these calling numbers as MSNs in the tele-
phone. For an explanation of how to do this, refer to the operating instructions of the respec-
tive device. Assign calling numbers 41 to 48 only once in each case.

You can lay an internal S0 bus on your PBX to connect ISDN devices. The S0 bus consists
of up to twelve ISDN sockets that are switched in-parallel. On the last connecting socket,
you must mount between the terminals one 100-� resistor each with a minimum rating of
0.25 W. At the other end, you switch this terminating resistor by means of jumpers or DIL
switches on the PBX's PCB (see the diagram below).

� Connecting terminals for the internal S0 bus on the PCB.

� Terminating resistor on the PCB to be switched (Default setting: activated).

� ISDN cable (maximum of 10 meters long) with two identical RJ 45 (Western) jacks on both ends for
connecting the ISDN equipment, e.g. ISDN telephones and ISDN PC cards.

h On the basic unit, there are four screw terminals (b2, b1, a1 and a2) to which you can
connect an internal S0 bus. For details of the options that are available in this context, refer
to the Chapter Laying an Internal S0 Bus on page I-13.

1. 4. 1 Setting up the ISDN Equipment

h If you duplicate the assignment of one of the calling numbers 41 to 48, there is no
longer a guarantee that the equipment will function correctly.

1. 4. 2 Laying an Internal S0 Bus
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� Maximum of 150 meter-long S0 bus comprising two copper pairs (four-wire cable/special cable!)

� ISDN sockets (RJ 45).

� ISDN socket (RJ 45) with terminating resistors between the terminals.

If your PBX is located in the middle of the S0 bus, you can remove the jumpers for the ter-
minating resistors or change over the DIL switch. Instead, you must attach at both ends of
the bus – i.e. at the last connecting box in each case – two 100-� terminating resistors each
(see the diagram below).

� Connecting terminals for the internal S0 bus on the PCB.

� Terminating resistor on the PCB to be switched (deactivated).

� ISDN cable (maximum of 10 meters long) with two identical RJ 45 (Western) jacks on both ends for
connecting the ISDN equipment, e.g. ISDN telephones and ISDN PC cards.

� Maximum of 150-meter-long S0 bus consisting of two copper pairs (four-wire cable/special cable!)
teminated on both ends with two each 100-� resistors.

� ISDN sockets (RJ 45).

� ISDN sockets (RJ 45) with terminating resistors between the terminals.

You can connect the following equipment to the analog subscriber's stations on the PBX:
analog LD or DTMF telephones, mobile phones (DECT, cordless phones), fax machines,
modems, answering machines, etc.

You connect the telephones and other equipment using permanently installed connecting
boxes. This means that you should first lay the cables between the PBX's installation loca-
tion and the locations of the individual analog devices. For this, use only telephone cable,
e.g. 0.6-mm JYY for permanent installations. If you use cable of the specified diameter, the
lines between the PBX and the connecting boxes can be up to 800 meters long. To prevent
disturbances, lay the lines carefully and twist the pairs. You should also avoid running cables
parallel with other wiring for long distances; this applies in particular to power supply lines.

h The internal S0 output is short-circuit-protected.

1. 5 Connecting Analog Telephones
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Connect the connecting boxes to
extension terminal pairs TN 31 (a
and b) etc. In each case, the
respective terminal label is
printed on the PCB in front of the
terminal. You can pull the termi-
nal blocks off the PCB to make
it easier to connect the connect-
ing boxes to the PBX. Ensure that
you do not plug in the wrong ter-
minal block or that you plug in the
correct one the wrong way round.

�  Permanently laid line (telephone cable, e.g. 0.6-mm JYY) between the PBX and the connecting box.

� Connecting box for analog devices.

� Analog telephone.

Connect a telephone to extension terminal 31:

j Connect terminal TN 31 a on the PBX to terminal 1 on the connecting box and terminal
TN 31 b on the PBX to terminal 2 on the connecting box. After this, plug your telephone's
connecting jack into the socket on the connecting box.

You can connect a door terminal to your PBX. This allows you to use the doorbell, intercom
and door opening functions by means of the connected telephones. With the TFS-2616
entrance intercom system, you have available the intercom function. If you use this entrance
intercom system, you make the connection on relay number 1 in accordance with the con-
nection plan below. The make contact (TS1 and TS2) is not needed for the TFS-2616. At
the switching instant, it takes its feed voltage directly from the PBX via contacts TOUT and
TGND.

h To be able to carry out the commissioning steps described in this manual, you
should connect at least two telephones to the PBX. In this case, use extension terminals
TN 31 and TN 33.
Internal calling numbers 31, 32, etc. of the respective connected analog extensions
match the designations of the extension terminals.

1. 6 Connecting the Door Terminal
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� Bell transformer

� Door opener

� Door key 1

� Door key 2

� Door opener key

� Doorbell 1

� Doorbell 2

Using the connection plan below, you can also
connect third-party entrance intercom modules
to the PBX. With these intercom modules,
voice transfer must be carried out using two-
wire technology (one signal line and one
ground line) in accordance with German Tele-
kom standard FTZ-123-D12-0. If your intercom
module works with four-wire technology (two
lines per direction) you must insert a converter
from two wires to four wires (e.g. a TSA-500.
You can now switch the power supply for the
intercom system using the make contact (TS1
and TS2) of relay number 2.

� Third-party intercom module

� Input for supply voltage

� AF signal

� Power supply unit for the intercom system

h Only if you use the housing that fits the TFS-2616 is there a guarantee of optimum
adaptation of the entrance intercom system to the PBX. Installing the TFS-2616 in a differ-
ent housing can lead to feedback, whistling or low volume levels. This is because different
housing shapes and dimensions can drastically change the acoustic conditions for the
TFS-2616. The sound propagation in the housing affects the volume level and the feedback
response.

e Important: The maximum loading level of the door opener switching circuit is 50 V/1 A
(i.e. it is not suitable for connection to a 230-V mains system).

1. 6. 1 Connecting Different Entrance Intercom Systems
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Using the AUERSWALD ASU-202 Automatic Subscriber Switchover System, you can con-
nect two intercom stations to your PBX and control them. The diagram below shows how
you can connect two TFS-2616 entrance intercom systems, for example.

� Additional doorbell.

� Door keys 1 and 2.

� Door openers 1 and 2.

� Bell transformer

1. 6. 2 Connecting the ASU-202 Automatic Subscriber Switchover System
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As delivered from the factory, the available relays are set to the door functions. In Chapter
Using the Switching Relay on page I-58 you will find out how to change this setting. The
tables below show all the options that your PBX provides for configuring the relays:

1. 7 Connecting External Devices to the Switching Relay

Relay Operating mode: Door function

No. 1 Intercom on lifting receiver

No. 2 Door opening on dialling number for 1-99 s

No. 3 (ETS-4308 I 
only)

Simultaneous switch-on e.g. staircase lighting for 1-99 minutes

Relay Operating mode: Alarm function (ETS-4308 I only)

No. 1 Switch on a siren, for example, on closing of alarm contact for 
1-99 s

No. 2 Switch on an indicator light, for example, on closing of alarm 
contact for 1-99 s

No. 3 (ETS-4308 I only) Same as relay no. 1

Relay Operating mode: Music function

No. 1 Switching on a CD player, for example, for 1-99 minutes as 
soon as music on hold is needed (with call transfer, queries, 
etc.) 

No. 2 Same as relay no. 1

No. 3 (ETS-4308 I only) Same as relay no. 1

Relay Operating mode: universal switching relay

No. 1 Switching on in different ways a PC or a fax machine, for exam-
ple, that then both apply as follows:
1. Always on during the day
2. Always on during the night
3. Remote switching from an internal telephone
4. Remote switching, external
5. Switching on at the same time as the second doorbell trips 
(ETS-4308 I only)
6. Switching on for 1-99 minutes (PC relay) as soon as some-
body calls a specific extension in the PBX

No. 2 Same as relay no. 1

No. 3 (ETS-4308 I only) Same as relay no. 1
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Relay number 1 provides a make contact (TS1, TS2); relay number 2 provides a make con-
tact (TO1, TO2) with reverse voltage divider (100 nF, 220 �); and relay number 3 provides
a make (NC, COM) and a break contact (NO, COM). The PBX does not supply a switching
voltage to the terminals, i.e. the connected devices must be supplied with an external volt-
age! In this connection, note that the relay contacts can be loaded with 50 V/1 A); this means
that they are not suitable for switching directly devices that run on mains voltage.

A switching voltage is available at con-
nection terminal TOUT that corresponds
to the switching status of relay 1, and it
can be used to switch or operate rela-
tively small devices. If relay number 1 is
switched on, an unstabilized voltage is
connected of between about 12 and 21 V
DC (measured against TGND) that may
be loaded with 50 mA! This voltage is fil-
tered but is not stable: this means that it
is significant for the connected device.
To prevent damage in your PBX, do not
overload the switching voltage. The dia-
gram below shows an example of a con-
nection layout:

� For example: Master control unit of air conditioning system (controlled by remote switching relay 1).

� For example: Master control unit of shop window lights (controlled by remote switching relay 2).

� For example: Master control unit of data processing system (controlled by remote switching relay 3).

If you also want to be reached at locations where you can't hear your telephone or the door-
bell, (in your garden, for example), you can connect a second doorbell to the two ZWKL con-
tacts on the ETS-4308 I. To find out how the contacts have to be set up, refer to Chapter
Technical Data on page I-82. You cannot connect a conventional doorbell here.

As shown in the diagram below, you
can use a normally open contact
(switching contact of your alarm sys-
tem) to wire up the ETS-4308 I's
alarm input. The contact in question
must be potential-free. For more
information, refer to Chapter Techni-
cal Data on page I-82.

� For example: contact of an alarm sys-
tem.

1. 8 Connecting a Second Doorbell (ETS-4308 I only)

1. 9 Connecting an Alarm System (ETS-4308 I only)
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Your PBX has an RS-232-C, V.24 serial port. Using this interface allows you to conveniently
program the system from an IBM or compatible PC. Apart from this, you can use the serial
port to output directly the list of calls and charges. Connecting a serial printer to the port
allows you to output a hard copy of these lists too.

If you want to connect a PC or a printer to your PBX's serial port but they are not close to
your telephone system, it is advisable to lay permanent connection lines. In the case of long
transfer distances (two meters and above), you should, if possible. use a twisted-pair
cable (e.g. LIYCY 2 x 0.3 mm). Apart from this you need a 9- or 25-pin SUB-D adapter to
make the connection to the serial port (COM 1 to 4) on your computer or printer. A cable with
a 9-pin SUB-D socket is supplied with the PBX. Cables with 25-pin SUB-D sockets are avail-
able fro most compute stores.

You can make your own connecting cable by following these instructions:

If possible, use a three-core or a two-core screened cable (e.g. LIYCY 2 x 0.3 mm). Use the
woven screen of this line for the terminal labelled PC-GND and the two cores for RXD and
TXD. On the computer end, fit either a 9- or 25-pin socket to match the serial port that is
fitted on your PC! The diagram below illustrates the connection arrangement. Note particu-
larly the numbering of the socket connections and the placement of the jumpers.

� 9-pin SUB-D socket (viewed towards the soldered connections).

� 25-pin SUB-D socket (viewed towards the soldered connections).

Follow the instructions below to connect the PBX to the serial port of your computer
or printer (COM 1 to 4):

If you are using the supplied cable that is fitted with a 9-pin SUB-D socket, connect the white
wire to the terminal labelled TXD, the green one to terminal RXD and the brown one to ter-

1. 10 Connecting to a Computer/Printer
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minal PC-GND. After this plug the SUB-D socket into the mating connector on your
computer or printer.

On the PCB, you will find next to
the S0 connection up to three red
LEDs, which are for service pur-
poses. They indicate the follow-
ing activities on the various S0
ports: if the LED is flickering, a B
channel is busy/if the LED is lit
up, both B channels are busy/if
the LED lights up briefly, a data
channel message has been
received/if the LED flashes at
0.5 Hz, layer 1 is activated. In
addition, the external S0 port's
LED flashes after a system soft-
ware update when the FLASH
EPROM is being reloaded. You
can route these LEDs out to an
external display via the plug con-
nector. The connection diagram
shows you how to do this.

� CMOS driver (5 V) on the PCB.

� Series resistor (560-Ohm) on the PCB.

� Plug connector (single-row, RM 2.54 mm, behind the LEDs) on the PCB.

� LED to be connected.

� Connecting cable (maximum of 50 cm long).

h Distances above 10 meters can cause problems even if you use screened cables. It
is not possible to guarantee correct functioning, since performance can be affected signif-
icantly by the way in which the cable is routed and the condition of your computer interface.

1. 11 Wiring the LED Display
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The SD-420 system display, which is available as an optional extra, shows you information
about the status of the current call and of the system and guides you in an ideal way through
operation of your PBX.

You connect the system display to the PBX in exactly the same way as the analog tele-
phones except that you use a permanently installed connecting box (see Chapter Connect-
ing Analog Telephones on page I-14).

You connect a system display as follows:

Connect terminal DIS 1 a on the PBX to terminal 1 on the connecting box and
terminal DIS 1 b on the PBX to terminal 2 on the connecting box. After this, plug your system
display's connecting jack into the connecting box.

Instead of the internal melody generators, you can optionally connect to the PBX an external
device for playing music (e.g. a CD player). The cinch socket labelled “Music” is available
for this. Another option is to connect a digital speech and music memory that keeps on out-
putting a melody or a spoken text. Auerswald's Model DAR-4000, for example, is well suited
to this task. You set the music volume for external music on hold using the control element
that is labelled “music volume” and which is located on the PCB behind the cinch socket.

If you want to connect the DAR-4000 to the external music input, always use the cable sup-
plied with this unit.

1. 12 Connecting an SD-420 System Display

1. 13 Connecting a Device for Feeding in External Music on Hold

h When playing external music on hold, note that charges may be levied for some
pieces of music. Please get in touch with the responsible authority for more information on
this topic.
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At connection to the ISDN and commissioning, there are several differences that depend on
whether you have a PTMP or a PTP connection. For this reason, the description is divided
up from now on: depending on the type of ISDN connection that you have, you should now
continue either to Chapter PTMP Connection on page I-24 or to Chapter PTP Connection
on page I-31. The register tabs on the edge of the page are intended to guide you to the
chapter that is relevant to your type of connection.

If you are operating an ETS-4308 I with a second external S0 port and you have one PTMP
connection and one PTP connection, you should proceed by first working through the chap-
ter entitled PTMP connection to the section entitled Chapter Connecting the ISDN on
page I-25. After this work through the chapter entitled PTP connection to the section entitled
Chapter Connecting the ISDN on page I-32. Then you can go sequentially through the
instructions in both main chapters until the end, whereby you should pay particular attention
to the information with an “Important” symbol.

� Connection on NT (network terminal equipment for basic access) using supplied ISDN cable.

� Permanent internal S0 bus with maximum of 12 ISDN (RJ 45) sockets for ISDN equipment.

� Permanent line with telephone sockets for analog equipment.

2 Connecting to the ISDN and Carrying Out Initial Commissioning
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The sections below describe how to connect your PBX to a PTMP connection and how to
put it into service. In addition, there is a detailed description of the settings that you must
make to ensure that each telephone rings when the desired calling number is called.

When you apply to a network provider for a PTMP connection, you are generally assigned
between three and a maximum of ten multiple subscriber numbers MSNs, e.g. 4711,
4712, 4718 (the numbers do not necessarily have to be sequential). You will find these call-
ing numbers in the confirmation order that you get from the network provider.

If you have laid an S0 bus on your NT, you can switch in parallel up to seven pieces of ISDN
equipment in addition to your PBX. By contrast with the ISDN equipment on an internal S0
bus, you cannot make internal, toll-free calls. You can assign the MSNs to the individual
devices in any way you like and even make multiple assignments. After this, the respective
piece of equipment only reacts to the specific calling number that is assigned to it. You can
assign the MSNs that you want to use for your PBX in any way you like to the individual ana-
log and ISDN extensions (assuming that an internal S0 port is available). Examples:

Ext 31 (analog phone) 4711/4712 Ext 41 (Euro-ISDN phone) 4711

Ext 32 (analog phone) 4711 Ext 45 (ISDN PC card) 4718

Ext 33 (analog fax) 4718 ... ...

2. 1 PTMP Connection

2. 1. 1 Calling numbers of the PTMP Connection
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To be able to connect your PBX to the ISDN,
you need the supplied ISDN cable with the
two identical RJ 45 (Western) jacks on both
ends. You can either connect your PBX to
one of the two ISDN sockets of your NT, or if
you have laid an S0 bus on your NT, you can
connect the PBX to one of the ISDN sockets
on it.

This is how to connect your PBX to the ISDN connection:
Plug one end of the supplied ISDN cable into the RJ 45 (Western) socket labelled either
“Amt” (Exchange) or “zum NTBA” (To NT) on your PBX. If you have an ETS-4308 I with a
second external S0 port, plug the cable into one of the available sockets on the left-hand
expansion module. Plug the other end of the cable into the ISDN socket of the NT or of the
S0 bus that may be available on it.

2. 1. 2 Connecting the ISDN

h Always remove the 230-V mains plug of your NT (if it is fitted with one) and of your
PBX while carrying out this work and do not plug it back in again until you have closed the
lid of the PBX.

e Important: If you have an ETS-4308 I with a second external S0 port and you want
to run one of the two on an ISDN PTP connection, read Chapter PTP Connection on
page I-31 before the first use.
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The programming switch in the system must be in
the “Programmieren erlaubt” (Programming
allowed) setting when you are programming the
PBX by telephone.

Before putting the PBX into operation, ensure
that the lid is closed.

Plug in the 230-V mains cable of your NT if it is fitted
with one.

Now plug the PBX into an easily accessible 230-V
mains socket.

The steps described below are intended to return the PBX to the as-delivered status with the
default settings (for a description of the settings in this status refer to Chapter Default Set-
tings on page I-79). If this is not the case – because the system has already been in opera-
tion and programming was carried out – you must carry out the following programming step.
If changes have been made to the programming telephone 31 and the secret password,
1111, has been altered, you must of course take this into account.

Returning the -PBX to its default settings:

2. 1. 3 First Use

h On the PCB, you will find next to the S0 connection up to three red LEDs, which are
for service purposes. They indicate the following activities on the various S0 ports: if the
LED is flickering, a B channel is busy/if the LED is lit up, both B channels are busy/if the
LED lights up briefly, a data channel message has been received/if the LED flashes at 0.5
Hz, layer 1 is activated. In addition, the external S0 port's LED flashes after a system soft-
ware update when the FLASH EPROM is being reloaded. To find out how you can imple-
ment an external display, refer to Chapter Wiring the LED Display on page I-21

If you only want to operate your PBX directly on the NT, you can save energy by doing
without the NT's additional power supply (this may vary from country to country).

2. 1. 4 Resetting the System
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To enable the PBX to detect the dialling mode (DTMF or LD) used by the connected analog
telephones, dial on each telephone set a number greater than 1.

DTMF telephone sets have a flash key (the signal key labelled R) that you use for user func-
tions as well as for some of the programming steps. On most DTMF telephones, the flash
key generates an interruption that lasts approximately 100 ms. On many relatively new tele-
phone sets, however, there is a hook flash key that generates a considerably longer inter-
ruption (refer also to the telephone set's operating instructions). This can lead to the PBX
detecting an error, e.g. interpreting the interruption as the caller having hung up.

For the PBX to be able to detect the length of the flash time on all the connected DTMF
telephone sets, proceed on each of the sets as shown below:

As delivered, the PBX's S0 connection is set up as a PTMP connection. You should now
check this set-up by calling your own extension via the exchange (make an external call).

In the as-delivered condition, the PBX does not know any of your calling numbers (MSNs).
This means that it considers each of the calling numbers of your ISDN connection that an
external subscriber dials as the first MSN and the telephone sets ring on extensions (Ext)
31, 32, 41 and 42 (if available). This changes as soon as you enter an MSN in the system.
In this case, these telephone sets only ring in the case of the calling number that is entered
as the first MSN in your system.

This is how you can check the setting of the PTMP connection:

e Caution: If you previously set up one of the two S0 ports on an ETS-4308 I and you
want to retain its settings, you must not carry out this programming step. In this case, enter
“9551” instead of punching in “90” if you want to reset the first external S0 port to the default
settings, or enter “9552” to reset the second external S0 port. Chapter Initialization on
page I-75 describes the functions that are reset in this context.

2. 1. 5 Dialling mode

2. 1. 6 Flash Time of DTMF Telephone Sets
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You can now make internal and external telephone calls. If somebody makes an external
call to you, the telephone sets ring of Ext 31, 32, 41 and 42, if available, in accordance with
the PBX's default settings.

By programming (punching in specific strings of digits) from telephone set 31, you can set
up the functions of the telephone system to meet your requirements. When carrying out
every programming step, ensure that you have entered the complete string of digits before
replacing the handset. Depending on the instruction, lift the handset on the relevant tele-
phone set or on the programming telephone. After entering the initiating digit – a 7 or an 8 –
and the valid password, the system outputs an acknowledgement tone (a pulsating tone).
After you enter the rest of the programming digits, you hear another acknowledgement tone.
You now have the option of ending programming by replacing the handset or immediately
entering another sequence of programming digits (omit the initiating digit and the password),
assuming that this sequence is initiated with the same digit and password. If you hear an
engaged tone, you have made a mistake (entered the wrong digit or similar). Replace the
handset and repeat the programming step. If necessary, first make sure that the program-
ming switch is not set to Programming disabled (“Programmieren gesperrt”). For more infor-
mation on programming the PBX, refer to Chapter Programming on page I-40.

h In our example, you could punch in 

 

0

 

4711 to make an external connection to
another telephone set in the PBX.
This test only functions like this while no MSNs have been entered in the PBX (default set-
ting) and at least two B channels of your connection are free.
You must enter extension numbers 41 and 42 as MSNs at two of your ISDN telephones
to ensure that they ring as Ext 41 and 42 (see Chapter Setting up the ISDN Equipment on
page I-13).
If this test doesn't work, even though you are sure that you have followed all the instruc-
tions as stated: Start; if necessary, by resetting the system to the default setting. Make sure
again that your connection really is a PTMP connection. If you are in doubt, set the PBX's
S0 connection to PTP connection. Check the S0 connection again (see Chapter PTP Con-
nection on page I-31).

2. 1. 8 Carrying out Set-Up by Telephone

h Chapter Test-listening internal tones and music on hold on page I-65 contains more
information to help you to understand the meanings of the tones.
Once you are familiar with the scope of PBX functions and you have made the connection
to your computer, you should by preference carry out programming steps from the PC (see
Chapter CD or Floppy Disk Containing User Program for Windows on page I-81).
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Now enter in the table on page I-85 all the programming steps below that refer to calling
number. When you have done this, you can cut the table out and place it next to your pro-
gramming telephone (as-delivered Ext 31).

First, you must tell your PBX which calling numbers it is allowed to respond to. You must,
however, dial the MSNs in this programming step as well as in later ones (e.g. call forward-
ing). To simplify later programming steps and to make it easier for the PBX to process the
calling numbers, you should assign a sequential two-digit number to each MSN and always
enter these programming steps in the table on the fold-out cover flap. Enter in column “Call-
ing number of 1st S0 port” the Multiple Subscriber Numbers (MSNs) that your network pro-
vider gave you. (In columns “Analog extension” and “ISDN extension” you can then tick the
telephone set that is intended to ring on a particular calling number. Programming this “call
distribution” procedure will be described in the next chapter.)

Example:

Enter MSNs (e.g. 4718) as a number (e.g. 3rd MSN=03) in the system:

2. 1. 9 Entering Calling Numbers

Calling 
number

Analog extension ISDN extension

Number 1st S0 port 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

1st MSN: 01 4711
2nd MSN: 02 4712

3rd MSN: 03 4718

4th MSN: 04

5th MSN: 05

... ...

20th MSN: 20

h If you have an ETS-4308 I with two external S0 ports and you connect the second
one to a PTMP connection, you should enter the associated MSNs in the table for “Calling
number of 2nd S0 port”
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h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the number of the MSN memory the
number of the associated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222).
Only enter the MSN as the calling number and omit the associated local dialling code.
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Query the MSN you entered to check that the system has saved it correctly:

You must now assign the MSNs that you have entered to the available extensions. In the
default setting, immediate ringing for the first MSN is already set at Ext 31, 32, 41 and 42.
Do not forget to make a note in the table on the fold-out cover flap of the programming steps
that you have carried out. You can (successively) assign to every extension several calling
numbers (1st to 20th MSN).

On calling a specific calling number (1st to 20th MSN), it is intended the extension
rings either immediately, with a delay or not at all:
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h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the number of the MSN memory the
number of the associated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222).

2. 1. 10 Call Distribution (Ringing)
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h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the number of the MSN memory the
number of the associated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222). Entering a 

 

0000 selects both S0 ports.
At the ISDN telephones, you must enter in each case the extension calling numbers “41”
to “48” as the MSNs for the phones to ring as Ext 41 to 48 (see Chapter Setting up the ISDN
Equipment on page I-13).

In the user program, you can set different ringing tones for day and night operation.
This concludes installation on a PTMP connection. If you want to carry out further pro-
gramming steps on your PBX, refer to the Programming Manual.
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The sections below describe how to connect your PBX to a PTP connection and how to put
it into service. In addition, there is a detailed description of the settings that you must make
to ensure that each telephone rings when the desired calling number is called.

If you have applied for a PTP connection with your network provider, you will be given a PBX
phone number (e.g. 4711) and an associated calling number block that consists of single-
or multiple-digit direct dialling-in (DDI) numbers, which are appended to the PBX phone
number.

In the confirmation of order that you get from your network provider, the PBX phone number
is generally listed together with an appended digit that we will refer to as the global call
number. This calling number (the PBX phone number + the global call number) is generally
the one that is listed in the phonebook. If your confirmation of order doesn't clearly indicate
the range of numbers that belong to the calling number block, you should consult your net-
work provider. (With a basic access, it is possible but not certain that you have been
assigned 0 as the global call number with a calling number block of 10-99. In our example,
we have assumed that the global call number is 5 and numbers 60-79 are the DDIs.)

At a later stage, you must enter the calling numbers in your PBX and distribute them to the
analog and ISDN extensions (if an internal S0 port is available). After this, the connected
devices only respond to the calling numbers that you have assigned to them, e.g.:

Ext 31 (analog phone) 4711-5 / -61 Ext 41 (Euro-ISDN phone) 4711-71

Ext 32 (analog phone) 4711-62 Ext 45 (ISDN PC card) 4711-75

Ext 34 (analog fax machine) 4711-64 ... ...

2. 2 PTP Connection

2. 2. 1 Calling Numbers of the PTP Connection

h If the global call number is 5, you can no longer use DDI numbers 50 to 59, since they
contain the global call number 5. This would also apply to 0 to 9.
Some international network providers do not use the global call number that is described
here. In these cases, the calling numbers are composed only of the PBX phone number
and the appended DDIs. You can, however, also use one of your DDIs as the global call
number.
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You can only operate one piece of ISDN
equipment on your PTP (point-to-point) con-
nection, i.e. in this case the PBX itself.
Assuming that you are operating a PBX with
an internal S0 port, all the other analog and
ISDN devices are connected to the PBX.
You connect the PBX to the ISDN by means
of one of the ISDN sockets (ISDN connec-
tion units) on the bottom end face of the NT.
To make this connection, use the supplied
ISDN cable with the two identical RJ 45
(Western) jacks on both ends.

This is how to connect your PBX to the ISDN connection:
Plug one end of the supplied ISDN cable into the RJ 45 (Western) socket labelled either
“Amt” (Exchange) or “zum NT” (To NBTA) on your PBX. If you have an ETS-4308 I with two
external S0 ports, plug the cable into one of the available sockets on the left-hand expansion
module. Plug the other end of the cable into one of the ISDN sockets of the NTBA (the sec-
ond ISDN socket must always be kept free).

The programming switch in the system must be in
the “Programmieren erlaubt” (Programming
allowed) setting when you are programming the
PBX by telephone.

Before putting the PBX into operation, ensure
that the lid is closed.

Now connect the PBX to the mains (an easily
accessible 230-V mains socket).

2. 2. 2 Connecting the ISDN

e Important: If you have an ETS-4308 I with two external S0 ports and you want to run
one of the two on an ISDN PTMP connection, read Chapter PTMP Connection on page I-24
before the first use.

2. 2. 3 First Use
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The steps described below are intended to return the PBX to the as-delivered status with the
default settings (for a description of the settings in this status refer to Chapter Default Set-
tings on page I-79). If this is not the case – because the system has already been in opera-
tion and programming was carried out – you must carry out the following programming step.
If changes have been made to the programming telephone 31 and the secret password,
1111, has been altered, you must of course take this into account.

Returning the PBX to its default settings:

To enable the PBX to detect the dialling mode (DTMF or LD) used by the connected analog
telephones, dial on each telephone set a number greater than 1.

DTMF telephone sets have a flash key (the signal key labelled R) that you use for user func-
tions as well as for some of the programming steps. On most DTMF telephones, the flash
key generates an interruption that lasts approximately 100 ms. On many relatively new tel-
ephone sets, however, there is a hook flash key that generates a considerably longer inter-
ruption (refer also to the telephone set's operating instructions). This can lead to the PBX
detecting an error, e.g. interpreting the interruption as the caller having hung up.

h On the PCB, you will find next to the S0 connection up to three red LEDs, which are
for service purposes. They indicate the following activities on the various S0 ports: (if the
LED is flickering, a B channel is busy/if the LED is lit up, both B channels are busy/if the
LED lights up briefly, a data channel message has been received/if the LED flashes at 0.5
Hz, layer 1 is activated. In addition, the external S0 port's LED flashes after a system soft-
ware update when the FLASH EPROM is being reloaded. To find out how you can imple-
ment an external display, refer to Chapter Wiring the LED Display on page I-21.

2. 2. 4 Resetting the System
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e Caution: If you previously set up one of the two external S0 ports on an ETS-4308 I
and you want to retain its settings, you must not carry out this programming step. In this
case, enter “9551” instead of punching in “90” if you want to reset the first external S0 port
to the default settings, or enter “9552” to reset the second external S0 port. Chapter Initial-
ization on page I-75 describes the functions that are reset in this context.

2. 2. 5 Dialling mode

2. 2. 6 Flash Time of DTMF Telephone Sets
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For the PBX to be able to detect the length of the flash time on all the connected DTMF
telephone sets, proceed on each of the sets as shown below:

First of all, you must set up the system to match your type of connection.

You want to set up the PBX's S0 port as a -PTP connection:

You should now check the settings that you have made up to now by calling your own exten-
sion via the exchange (make an external call).

In the as-delivered condition, the PTP does not know any of your calling numbers (PBX
phone number + DDI or the global call number). This means that it considers each of the
calling numbers of your ISDN connection that an external subscriber dials as the first DDI
and the telephone sets ring on subscriber numbers (Ext) 31, 32, 41 and 42 (if available). This
changes as soon as you enter DDI or a global call number in the system. After this, these
telephone sets only ring on the calling number that is entered in your system as the 1st DDI
or the global call number.

This is how you can check the setting of the PTP connection:
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2. 2. 7 Setting the Type of Connection
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h If you have an ETS-4308 I, instead of entering 

 

8901890189018901 enter the following num-
bers: 

 

89011890118901189011 to set the 1st S0 port as a PTP connection; 

 

89021890218902189021 to set the
2nd S0 port as a -PTP connection or 

 

89001890018900189001 to set up both S0 ports as -PTP con-
nections, 

2. 2. 8 Checking the S0 Connection
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You can now make internal and external telephone calls. If somebody makes an external
call to you, the telephone sets ring of Ext 31, 32, 41 and 42, if available, in accordance with
the PBX's default settings.

By programming (punching in specific strings of digits) from telephone set 31, you can set
up the functions of the telephone system to meet your requirements. When carrying out
every programming step, ensure that you have entered the complete string of digits before
replacing the handset. Depending on the instruction, lift the handset on the relevant tele-
phone set or on the programming telephone. After entering the initiating digit – a 7 or an 8 –
and the valid password, the system outputs an acknowledgement tone (a pulsating tone).
After you enter the rest of the programming digits, you hear another acknowledgement tone.
You now have the option of ending programming by replacing the handset or immediately
entering another sequence of programming digits (omit the initiating digit and the password),
assuming that this sequence is initiated with the same digit and password. If you hear an
engaged tone, you have made a mistake (entered the wrong digit or similar). Replace the
handset and repeat the programming step. If necessary, first make sure that the program-
ming switch is not set to Programming disabled (“Programmieren gesperrt”). For more infor-
mation on programming the PBX, refer to Chapter Programming on page I-40.

h In our example, you could punch in 

 

0

 

4711

 

61 to make an external connection to
another telephone set in the PBX.
This test only functions like this while no PBX phone number, global call number or DDI
have been entered in the PBX (default setting) and at least two B channels of your con-
nection are free.
You must enter extension numbers 41 and 42 as MSNs at two of your ISDN telephones
to ensure that they ring as Ext 41 and 42 (see Chapter Setting up the ISDN Equipment on
page I-13).

If this test doesn't work, even though you are sure that you have followed all the instruc-
tions as stated: Start, if necessary, by resetting the system to the default setting. Make sure
again that your connection really is a PTP connection. If you are in doubt, set the PBX's S0
connection to a PTMP connection by punching in 

 

8

 

1111

 

8900. On an ETS-4308 I,
dial 

 

8

 

1111

 

89010 for the 1st S0 port or 

 

8

 

1111

 

89020 for the 2nd S0 port.
Check the S0 connection again (see Chapter PTMP Connection on page I-24).

2. 2. 9 Carrying out Set-Up by Telephone

h Chapter Test-listening internal tones and music on hold on page I-65 contains more
information to help you to understand the meanings of the tones.
Once you are familiar with the scope of PBX functions and you have made the connection
to your computer, you should by preference carry out programming steps from the PC (see
Chapter CD or Floppy Disk Containing User Program for Windows on page I-81).
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Now enter in the table on page I-86 all the programming steps below that refer to calling
numbers. When you have done this, you can cut the table out and place it next to your pro-
gramming telephone (as-delivered Ext 31).

Now, you must tell your PBX which calling numbers it is allowed to respond to. You must,
however, dial the DDIs in this programming step as well as in later ones (e.g. call forward-
ing). To simplify later programming steps and to make it easier for the PBX to process the
calling numbers, you should assign a sequential two-digit number to each DDI and always
enter these programming steps in the table on the fold-out cover flap. First enter the direct
dialling-in numbers (DDIs), the PBX phone number and the global call number that your net-
work provider gave you. (In columns “Analog extension” and “ISDN extension” you can then
tick the telephone set that is intended to ring on a particular calling number. Programming
this “call distribution” procedure will be described in the next chapter.)

Example:

2. 2. 10 Entering Calling Numbers

PBX phone number (1st S0 port) PBX phone number (2nd S0 port)

4711

Calling 
number

Analog extension ISDN extension

Number 1st S0 port 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

1st DDI: 01 60

2nd DDI: 02 61
3rd DDI: 03 62

4th DDI: 04 63

5th DDI: 05 64

6th DDI: 06 65

7th DDI: 07 66

... ...
19th DDI: 19 78

20th DDI: 20 79

Global no.: 99 5

h If you have an ETS-4308 I with two external S0 ports and you connect the second
one to a PTP connection too, you should enter the associated calling numbers in the table
for “Calling number of 2nd S0 port”.
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Enter the PBX phone number (e.g. 4711):

Query the PBX phone number you entered to check that the system has saved it cor-
rectly:

Enter one of the DDIs (e.g. 63) from the calling number block as the number (e.g.
4. DDI=04) in the system:
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a
Programming telephone Secret password PBX phone number

h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the digits 

 

891891891891 the number of the associ-
ated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222).
Only enter the PBX phone number and omit the associated local dialling code as well as
the DDI or the global call number.
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f

 

a
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password

Digit-by-digit output of the PBX phone number 
(followed by an acknowledgement tone)

h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the digits 

 

899899899899 the number of the associ-
ated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222).
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h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the number of the DDI memory the number
of the associated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222).
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Query the DDI you entered to check that the system has saved it correctly

Enter the global call number (e.g. 5) as number 99 in the system:

Query the global call number you entered to check that the system has saved it cor-
rectly:
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f
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password
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DDI memory

Digit-by-digit output of the DDI (followed 
by an acknowledgement tone)

h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the number of the DDI memory the number
of the associated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222).
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h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the number of the DDI memory, 

 

99999999 the
number of the associated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222).
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DDI memory

Digit-by-digit output of the global call number 
(followed by an acknowledgement tone)

h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the number of the DDI memory 

 

99999999 the
number of the associated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222).
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You must now assign the DDIs that you entered to the available extensions. As delivered,
the default setting for the 1st DDI and the global call number is immediate ringing on Ext 31,
32, 41 and 42. Do not forget to make a note in the table on the fold-out cover flap of the pro-
gramming steps that you have carried out. You can (successively) assign to every extension
several calling numbers (1st to 20th DDI or global call number).

On calling a specific calling number (1st to 20th DDI or global call number), it is in-
tended the extension rings either immediately, with a delay or not at all:

2. 2. 11 Call Distribution (Ringing)
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h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the number of the DDI memory the number
of the associated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222). Entering a 

 

0000 selects both S0 ports.
At the ISDN telephones, you must enter in each case the extension calling numbers “41”
to “48” as the MSNs for the phones to ring as Ext 41 to 48 (see Chapter Setting up the ISDN
Equipment on page I-13).
In the user program, you can set different ringing tones for day and night operation.
This concludes installation on a PTP connection. If you want to carry out further pro-
gramming steps on your PBX, refer to the Programming Manual.
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This is how you carry out programming:

Carry out the actions that are depicted as symbols in left-to-right order. Symbols that are
located under one another are available as alternatives. Change these symbols for the ones
that are directly above them in the first row, depending on what you want to set. The symbols
are described in more detail in Chapter Pictograms that are used on page I-78.

Depending on the instruction, lift the handset on the relevant telephone set or on the pro-
gramming telephone. After entering the initiating digit – a 7 or an 8 – and the valid password,
the system outputs an acknowledgement tone (a pulsating tone). After you enter the rest of
the programming digits, you hear another acknowledgement tone. You now have the option
of ending programming by replacing the handset or immediately entering another sequence
of programming digits (omit the initiating digit and the password), assuming that this
sequence is initiated with the same digit and password. If you hear an engaged tone, you
have made a mistake (entered the wrong digit or similar). Replace the handset and repeat
the programming step.

Depending on the equipment that you want to connect to your PBX you must set up the indi-
vidual extensions. This chapter is intended to make the job of doing this easier for you. You
can use just one programming step to set up an extension as a telephone, a fax machine, a
combined TAMFAX, a modem, an ISDN PC card or an answering machine. When you do
this, the system automatically resets most of the settings on the extensions to the factory
defaults and then sets appropriately the functions that are of importance for the respective
piece of equipment.

We chose the default extension settings such that you can run a telephone without any prob-
lems virtually out of the box (see Chapter Default Settings on page I-79). If you have con-
nected a fax machine (a combined TAMFAX), a modem or a PC card, you have to change
a few settings on the respective extension. The recommended settings for a device of this
type are listed at the end of this section.

To set all these functions in one step for one extension, you should use one of the fol-
lowing quick configurations. When you do this, the system resets all the other possible
extension settings to the factory defaults. Call distribution or dialling modes that may already
have been set are retained. If passive fax switching is already set, a fax extension that is set
here automatically becomes the passive fax extension.

3 Programming

h If you have set your telephone as a “direct external telephone”, you cannot carry
out these programming steps until you have first pressed the 

 

* key. If there is no star (

 

*)
key on your telephone or the appropriate function has not been assigned to it, you cannot
carry out these functions at all (see Chapter Direct External Telephone on page I-43).
The following chapter describes in detail the programming functions of the PBX. To be able
to carry out these functions, the programming switch in the system must be set to “erlaubt”
(“allowed”) (see Chapter First Use on page B-26 in the Operator’s Manual).

3. 1 Setting Up Various Pieces of Equipment (Quick Configuration)
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Setting up an extension for a specific device:

We recommend the following settings for extension connection of fax machines,
combined TAMFAXes, modems, ISDN PC cards or answering machines.

� Call protection off (Chapter Call protection (do-not-disturb) on page B-16 in the Opera-
tor’s Manual)

� No call waiting signal (Chapter Call Waiting Permission on page I-44)

� No call charge signal (Chapter Charge Transfer (for Analog Extensions) on page I-54)

� Pick-up allowed (user program/answering machine only)

� Code calling allowed, off (user program)

� Remove extension from call groups (user program)

� Doorbells off (Chapter Doorbells on page I-61)

� Door opener allowed, off (user program)

� Partial outgoing access, but only accepting incoming external calls possible (Chapter
Granting Outgoing Access on page I-42 /answering machines only)

� Continuous dial tone (Chapter Choosing the dial tone mode on page I-66)

� Ringing rhythm 1 long tone (Chapter Choosing ringing rhythms on page I-67)

� Received service indicator: LLC: Speech or 3.1 kHz Audio/HLC: Fax Group 2/3, Tele-
phony or none (user program)

� Transmitted service indicator: LLC: 3.1 kHz Audio/ HLC: Fax Group 2/3 (fax only)

� Transmitted service indicator: LLC: 3.1 kHz Audio/HLC: Omitted (modem /ISDN PC
card only)

� Transmitted service indicator private: LLC: 3.1 kHz Audio/HLC: Fax Group 2/3 and trans-
mitted service indicator business: LLC: 3.1 kHz Audio/HLC: Omitted (combined TAM-
FAX only)
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You use an outgoing access to specify whether an extension can make external calls and if
so the numbers that can be dialled. You can specify separately business outgoing access –
which applies when you dial access digit 

 

0 – and private outgoing access by dialling 

 

90,
entering a private password and then punching in 

 

0. If you want to extend limited outgoing
access you can use the release numbers and abbreviated dialling authorization. To limit out-
going access, use the restricted numbers (see user program).

Assigning an extension permission to make external calls:

3. 2 Granting Outgoing Access
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1
for private calls

Emergency call authorization (outgoing exter-
nal calls using emergency call abbreviated dial-

ling numbers only)

or

 

2
Partial outgoing access (accepting external 

calls and outgoing external calls using emer-
gency call abbreviated dialling numbers are 

possible)

or

 

3
Local call authorization (accepting external 

calls and outgoing external calls without area 
code or using emergency call abbreviated dial-

ling numbers are possible)

or

 

5
Long-distance call authorization (accepting 

external calls and outgoing domestic external 
calls or using emergency call abbreviated dial-

ling numbers are possible)

or

 

6
Full (unlimited) outgoing access

h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the internal extension calling number the
number of the S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222) at which the extension is to have this outgoing
access.
Incoming external calls are only switched through to extensions that have been assigned
an MSN/DDI (call distribution/ringing), assuming that they are at least authorized to
accept these calls. In the case of incoming external calls, outgoing access always applies
to business calls and not private ones.
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If most of your calls are external ones, you can set up an extension such that on lifting the
handset you can punch in an external calling number without needing to enter the access
digit first (the default setting for this function is off).

To be able to make internal calls on a direct external telephone, to use abbreviated dialling
numbers or to carry out programming steps, you must first press the star (

 

*) key. If there is
no star (

 

*) key on your telephone (e.g. on pulse dialling telephones and many ISDN tele-
phones) or the appropriate function has not been assigned to it, you cannot carry out these
functions.

Set/cancel an extension as a direct external telephone:

A door phone connects to the door immediately after you lift the handset; by punching in a

 

2 (or 

 

F

 

2 with DTMF), you can open the door. However, it is not possible to make calls or
carry out programming from a door phone. This means that you should not set the program-
ming telephone as a door phone.

If you set an extension as a door phone, the system automatically sets for it doorbell ringing
for all the door keys. If you don't want the extension to respond to all the door keys, you can
switch off doorbell ringing (see Chapter Doorbells on page I-61). In the default setting, no
extension is activated as a door phone.

3. 3 Direct External Telephone
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S
Programming 
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Universal 
password

Internal extension number 
(00: all)

1: switch on
0: switch off

h This function cannot work properly until the PBX knows the dialling mode of the cor-
responding telephone set. If you have not made calls or carried out programming at the tel-
ephone you want to set, first punch in on this phone a 

 

7 before carrying out this
programming step or set the dialling mode after this (user program).
If you are carrying out this programming step for an extension to which no telephone is
yet connected, as soon as you connect a phone and lift the handset, the internal dial tone.
now punch in a 

 

7 to allow the PBX to detect the telephone's dialling mode. The next time
you lift the handset, the “direct external telephone” function will work perfectly.

If you have set the programming telephone (in the default setting extension 31) as a
direct external telephone and it doesn't have a star (

 

*) key, or the appropriate function has
not been assigned to it you can only switch off this function within ten seconds of a power
failure (pull the plug out of the mains socket).
The extension needs the appropriate outgoing access (see Chapter Granting Outgoing
Access on page I-42).

3. 4 Door Phone
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Set/cancel an extension as a door phone:

Some ISDN telephones are not capable of taking a call that was parked without code digits.
If you operate an ISDN telephone of this type on the PTMP connection in-parallel with your
PBX, you can use a programming function to tell your PBX always to park calls on the bus
with a code digit.

Telling the PBX the code digits for parking on the bus:

If you allow “call waiting”, you can make a phone call at your leisure even though you are
expecting an important external call. In this case, the calling party hears the ringing tone
even though you are currently carrying on another conversation. For your part, you – and
with analog phones your call partner – hear the call waiting signal. This is a signal to you that
somebody else is trying to get in touch with you. You now have the option of rejecting the
call waiting party – who then hears the engaged tone – or you can accept the call; in this
case the previous calling party waits in the background (see Chapter Call Waiting (Second
Call Waiting When Your Telephone is Busy) on page B-14 in the Operator’s Manual). Call
waiting should not be allowed with fax machines and modems, since the call waiting signal
disturbs their data transfers. You also have the option of conditionally allowing call waiting.
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Programming 
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Secret password Internal extension number 1: switch on

0: switch off

h This function cannot work properly until the PBX knows the dialling mode of the cor-
responding telephone set. If you have not made calls or carried out programming at the tel-
ephone you want to set, first punch in on this phone a 

 

7 before carrying out this
programming step or set the dialling mode after this (see user program).
If by mistake you set the Programming telephone (in the default setting extension 31) as
a dedicated door phone, you can only cancel this setting by removing the 230-V mains plug
from the socket for about five seconds. When you have put the system back into service,
the dedicated door phone on the current programming telephone is switched off.

3. 5 Setting the Code Digits for Parking on the Bus

 

B

 

8

 

O

 

822

 

C
Programming telephone Secret password 2 code digits

h If you enter less than two code digits, press the B key (DTMF) afterwards.
If you want to delete the code digits, punch in on the programming telephone

 

8

 

1111

 

822

 

00.

3. 6 Call Waiting Permission
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It is not sensible, for example, to allow call waiting during a consultation hold call, since you
must first replace the handset to take the call waiting party. Equally, call waiting is not abso-
lutely necessary.

Set/cancel call waiting permission at an extension:

In case of an external call you can have many telephones ringing via one MSN/DDI in order
to be reachable everywhere in the house. But if you are in a conversation with an external
party having called this very MSN/DDI, all other telephones will be ringing once another call
is coming in via this one MSN/DDI. The person calling will then get the impression that you
are not at home. If you want to avoid that, you will activate the function “Busy on Busy”. The
person calling will then hear the engaged tone even though other extensions could be called
right away.

Switching on/off the function “Busy on Busy” for an MSN/DDI:

 

b

 

7

 

Q

 

111

 

0
Relevant 
extension

Universal 
password Always off (default setting)

or

 

1
on if no other extension rings for the MSN and you can take 

the call without replacing the handset

or

 

2
on if you can take the call without replacing the handset

or

 

3
on if no other extension rings on the same MSN

or

 

4
always on

3. 7 Busy on Busy

 

B

 

8

 

Q

 

824

 

M

 

S
Programming 

telephone
Universal 
password

Number of the MSN/DDI memory 
(00: all / 99: global call number)

1: switch on
0: switch off

h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the number of the MSN memory the
number of the associated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222). Entering a 

 

0000 selects both S0 ports.
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Abbreviated dialling numbers primarily make it easier for you to dial. You can store numbers
that you use often as three-digit abbreviated numbers that you punch in directly after lifting
the handset. After this, the PBX automatically dials the access digit and the stored calling
number.

The PBX makes available 200 abbreviated dialling numbers (100-299). The first ten are
extension-specific, i.e. on using memories 100-109, each extension accesses its own pri-
vate calling numbers. The remaining abbreviated dialling memories, 110-299, are used by
all the extensions in common (emergency call store, normal general abbreviated dialling
memory and abbreviated dialling memory for long calling numbers). The following list gives
you a brief overview:

All extensions can use abbreviated dialling numbers; however, they are subject to being
checked for set outgoing access. This means that if an extension doesn't have outgoing
access, it can't dial abbreviated dialling numbers, since only external calling numbers are
stored in the abbreviated dialling memory. If an extension has local call authorization, the
PBX doesn't dial an abbreviated dialling number in which a calling number is stored that con-
tains an area code.

Abbreviated dialling authorization is an exception. Using this authorization, you can – as
with release numbers – expand a set outgoing access. With the help of restricted num-
bers, you can limit the granted outgoing access. The restricted numbers, release num-
bers and abbreviated dialling authorization are not activated in the default setting (see User
program).

All extensions can use the general abbreviated dialling memory. From each phone, you can
store up to 20-digit calling numbers under abbreviated dialling numbers 120 to 295.

Storing a calling number in the general abbreviated dialling memory:

3. 8 Entering Abbreviated Dialling Numbers

100-109: Up to 20-digit private abbreviated dialling numbers (separate for each extension)

110-119: Up to 20-digit emergency call abbreviated dialling numbers

120-295: Up to 20-digit general abbreviated dialling numbers

296-299: Up to 20-digit general abbreviated dialling numbers (in addition to the digits 0-9, these 
numbers may also include pauses as well as the � and # symbols)

3. 8. 1 Entering normal calling numbers in the general abbreviated dialling 
memory

 

b

 

8

 

Q

 

5

 

t

 

r

 

#
Any telephone

Universal 
password

Number of abbreviated 
dialling memory

Calling number 
(20-digit max.)

Omit with 
pulse dialling

h When programming, ensure that you punch in all the digits to the end. Pulse dialling
telephones with keypads need a short time after you punch in a digit to display it.

You can only store calling numbers in these abbreviated dialling memories that consist of
the digits 0-9.
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Under abbreviated dialling numbers 110-119 you can store up to 20-digit emergency call
numbers that all extensions can dial (with the exception of the ones without outgoing
access).

Storing an emergency call number in the general abbreviated dialling memory:

Abbreviated dialling numbers 296 to 299 are reserved for calling numbers that are up to
100-character-long. You can use these numbers if you want to save a message for an
SCALL receiver or for D2-Message, for example.

In these memories, you can store the DTMF # and � characters in addition to the digits 0-9.
You can also insert pauses between the digits. The actual calling number that you use to
dial up the SCALL service, for example, may only consist of the digits 0-9. You can combine
the digits after the calling number with pauses and # and � characters in any way you like.
These characters form the actual message to the recipient and the PBX transmits them
using DTMF.

To tell the PBX when the digits of the actual calling number finish, simply add a � at the end
of the number. The system then uses the subsequent characters for the message using
DTMF. If you have a pulse dialling telephone, you can usually switch the dialling mode to
DTMF by pressing the 

 

* key (refer to you telephone's operating instructions).

You may not program the access digit here.

To delete, replace the handset after the number of the abbreviated dialling memory that
you want to delete or press the B key.

3. 8. 2 Entering emergency call numbers in the general abbreviated dialling 
memory

 

B

 

8

 

O

 

5

 

q

 

r

 

#
Programming 

telephone Secret password
Number of abbreviated 

dialling memory
Calling number 
(20-digit max.)

Omit with 
pulse dialling

h When programming, ensure that you punch in all the digits to the end. Pulse dialling
telephones with keypads need a short time after you punch in a digit to display it.

You can only store calling numbers in these abbreviated dialling memories that consist of
the digits 0-9.
You may not program the access digit here.
To delete, replace the handset after the number of the abbreviated dialling memory that
you want to delete or press the B key.
In the default setting (German firmware), emergency call numbers 110 and 112 are
entered in emergency call abbreviated dialling numbers 110 and 112. This means that even
people who have no idea about operating a PBX can still make an emergency call (if these
calling numbers were not entered in the abbreviated dialling memory, you would have to
punch in the access digit first).

3. 8. 3 Entering long calling numbers in the general abbreviated dialling mem-
ory
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When entering digits, if you pause between entries for five or ten seconds the system saves
these pauses too, i.e. as a two- or a twelve-second pause. When you program a pause, the
system emits a brief tone after five and ten seconds to indicate that the desired pause has
been accepted.

Storing a long calling number in the general abbreviated dialling memory:

Querying a calling number from the general abbreviated dialling memory:

 

B

 

8

 

O

 

5

 

o

 

r
Programming 

telephone Secret password Number of abbreviated 
dialling memory

Calling number 
(100-digit max.)

h You cannot use a # character here to conclude your input because this character
can be stored in the number.
When programming, ensure that you punch in all the digits to the end. Pulse dialling tel-
ephones with keypads need a short time after you punch in a digit to display it.
You may not program the access digit here.

To delete, replace the handset after the number of the abbreviated dialling memory that
you want to delete.

If you have the PBX dial a long abbreviated dialling number, you can no longer tell when
the number has been completely dialled. For this reason, you can have the PBX send a
sequence of tones that indicate that it has completed dialling (see user program).

3. 8. 4 Querying a calling number from the general abbreviated dialling mem-
ory

 

b

 

8

 

Q

 

59

 

l

 

f
Any telephone

Universal 
password

Number of abbreviated 
dialling memory

Digit-by-digit output of the calling number 
(followed by an acknowledgement tone)

h If a hashmark (#) character is stored in the calling number this is indicated by the sys-
tem emitting 12 audible tones; the system indicates a star � character by emitting 11 audi-
ble tones. In the case of a stored two-second pause, you hear a brief continuous tone
(lasting about one second); with a 12-second pause, the continuous tone that you hear
lasts for about four seconds.
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Each user is allowed to program ten private abbreviated dialling numbers. In each case, the
abbreviated dialling numbers 100 to 109 are available for this. However, these numbers can
only be dialled at the telephones at which they are programmed. This means that you must
program a private abbreviated dialling number on the telephone set at which you want to use
it. (As-delivered, no calling numbers are entered.)

Saving a private abbreviated dialling number:

On your own telephone, you want to query a calling number from your private abbre-
viated dialling memory:

The default setting of the activated emergency call priority function ensures that it is possible
to dial the emergency call abbreviated dialling numbers even if all the lines are busy (the
1st and 2nd B channels of the available external S0 port). If somebody dials an emergency
call abbreviated dialling number, an ongoing external call may be interrupted and the emer-
gency call started.

Switching on/off the emergency call priority function in the system:

3. 8. 5 Entering private abbreviated dialling numbers

 

b

 

7

 

Q

 

5

 

s

 

r

 

#
Appropriate 
telephone

Universal 
password

Number of abbreviated 
dialling memory

Calling number 
(20-digit max.)

Omit with pulse 
dialling

h When programming, ensure that you punch in all the digits to the end. Pulse dialling
telephones with keypads need a short time after you punch in a digit to display it.
You can only store calling numbers in these abbreviated dialling memories that consist of
the digits 0-9.
You may not program the access digit here.

To delete, replace the handset after the number of the abbreviated dialling memory that
you want to delete or press the B key.

3. 8. 6 Querying private abbreviated dialling numbers

 

b

 

7

 

Q

 

59

 

s

 

f
Appropriate 
telephone

Universal 
password

Number of abbreviated 
dialling memory

Digit-by-digit output of the calling number 
(followed by an acknowledgement tone)

3. 9 Emergency call priority function

 

B

 

8

 

O

 

865

 

S
Programming 

telephone
Secret password 1: switch on 

0: switch off
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Your PBX needs to be told the current time for the wake-up and day/night mode switching
functions. Normally the system automatically updates the time on each subscriber-initiated
external call, assuming that the exchange transfers the time. If this does not apply in your
case, you can also use this programming function to enter the time. Once you have set the
time, it runs automatically until the next system shut-down. The clock does not have battery
back-up.

Setting the time in the PBX:

Querying the time in the PBX:

Setting the date in the PBX:

3. 10 Setting the Time

h If the time difference is less than five minutes between the time in the PBX and the
newly entered time, the system does not implement it straight away but rather adjusts it
dynamically. This guarantees, for example, that wake-up calls within this five-minute period
are kept to.
In the case of a power failure the clock time is lost and the system no longer carries out
the wake-up functions and automatic (day/night) switchovers. These functions cannot be
reactivated until the clock has been set either by means of the following programming steps
or by an incoming external call.

3. 10. 1 Setting the time

 

B

 

8

 

O

 

460

 

U
Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password Clock time: 00-23 (hours) and 00-59 (minutes)

3. 10. 2 Querying the time

 

b

 

8

 

Q

 

470

 

f
Any 

telephone
Universal 
password

Digit-by-digit output/5th digit corresponds to day of week, 
1-7: Monday - Sunday (followed by an acknowledgement tone)

3. 10. 3 Setting the date

 

B

 

8

 

O

 

461

 

D
Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password
Date: 01-31 (day), 01-12 (month), 00-99 (year)

Note that 98-99 means 1998-1999 and 00-97 means 2000-2097!
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Querying the date in the PBX:

The PBX automatically switches over from summer time (daylight savings time) to winter
time. You must inform the system in the week before the deadline for switching over. When
you have done this, switchover is carried out automatically on the next possible Sunday at
02:00/03:00. The PBX automatically detects whether it is summer or winter, assuming that
you have set the date. If you have made this setting by mistake but realize it before the Sun-
day in question, you can prevent switchover being carried out by making the following inputs:

 

8

 

1111

 

462

 

0 (

 

0=no).

Announcing summer/winter mode switching next Sunday:

You can set wake-up times for each party that are specific to days of the week. At the pro-
grammed time, the corresponding telephone set rings for about one minute. When the party
takes the call, he or she hears music on hold. It is possible to switch on and off the wake-up
function for each party individually.

3. 10. 4 Querying the date

 

b

 

8

 

Q

 

471

 

f
Any 

telephone
Universal 
password

Digit-by-digit output/5th digit corresponds to day of week, 
1-7: Monday - Sunday (followed by an acknowledgement tone)

3. 10. 5 Summer/winter mode switching

 

B

 

8

 

O

 

462

 

S
Programming 

telephone
Secret password 1: Yes

0: No

3. 11 Using the wake-up functions

h After a power failure wake-up functions are not carried out again until you have either
made a self-initiated external call or have set the time (see Chapter Setting the Time on
page I-50).

If you set the same wake-up time for several parties, it is possible that the extensions do
not all ring at the same time. The number of parties that you can alert at the same time
depends on system loading at any one time, e.g. the amount of call traffic, the number of
assigned voice circuits). The system repeats the wake-up call that is set for a party within
a few minutes.
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You use the following programming step to set a wake-up time for a party. The PBX retains
this wake-up time until you carry out this programming step again for the same party. In this
connection, the wake-up time is activated for a one-off wake-up call. If you want to be con-
tinually woken up at the set time, you must set “multiple wake-up” (see Chapter Switching
wake-up calls on/off on page I-52).

Assuming that you want to set for extension 34 a wake-up time between Monday and Friday
of 12:30 (lunch break). In this case, punch in on extension 34 the following digits:

 

7

 

2

 

43

 

12309. If you make this setting on a Sunday, the system will issue a wake-up
call on the next Monday at 12:30. After this, the ringer deactivates automatically. However,
if you additionally punch in on extension 34 digits 

 

7

 

2

 

442, the system issues a wake-up
call from Tuesday to Friday (every week until you deactivate the wake-up call again).

Setting a wake-up time for one telephone:

Switching wake-up calls on/off at one telephone:

Querying the wake-up time set at a telephone:

3. 11. 1 Setting the wake-up time

 

b

 

7

 

Q

 

43

 

U

 

Ö
Appropriate 
telephone

Universal 
password

Clock time: 00-23 (hours) 
and 00-59 (minutes)

Day of week: 1-7 corresponds 
to Monday - Sunday

or

 

8
Saturday and Sunday

or

 

9
Monday to Friday

or

 

0
Every day

3. 11. 2 Switching wake-up calls on/off

 

b

 

7

 

Q

 

44

 

Ä
Appropriate 
telephone

Universal 
password

1: switch on for one-off wake-up / 0: switch off / 
2: switch on for multiple wake-up

3. 11. 3 Querying the wake-up time

 

b

 

7

 

Q

 

45

 

f
Appropriate 
telephone

Universal 
password

Digit-by-digit output / 5th digit corresponds to day of week, 
1-7: Monday - Sunday / 8: Saturday and Sunday / 

9: Monday to Friday / 0: Every day
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The PBX allows you to make different settings in the user program for some day and night
operation functions. The following function allows you to specify whether you want to acti-
vate and deactivate day and night operation time-controlled by the PBX's internal clock or
whether you want this to be carried out manually at appropriate times, e.g. at the start and
end of the working day or at the start of breaks. Even if you have activated automatic day/
night mode switching, you may still need to carry it out manually (see Chapter Manually
switching over day/night mode on page B-22 in the Operator’s Manual).

You do not necessarily have to use night operation just for nights, you can also use it for
lunch breaks or weekends, for example.

To be able to use automatic day/night mode switching, you must already have activated it
using the following programming function. The default settings for the switchover times are
7:00 (activate day operation) and 19:00 (activate night operation) and are preset for every
day. You can use the supplied user software to change these times.

Switching on/off automatic day/night mode switching:

3. 12 Day/night mode switching

 

B

 

8

 

O

 

402

 

S
Programming 

telephone
Secret password 1: switch on 

0: switch off

h When you have activated automatic day/night switching, you can still use manual day/
night switching if you need to.
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The PBX can switch the call charge signal individually for analog extensions. This allows
parties to register the charges for external calls on their own telephone set (assuming that
the telephone set has a charge display capability). It is not, however, possible to check
exactly the number of charge units, since during a query from an external call, for example,
the call charge signal cannot be clearly assigned to one or other of the calling parties
involved.

If you have enabled the AOCE feature, choose “charge transfer as quickly as possible”. If it
is not possible to transfer all the charges before you replace the handset, the system trans-
fers the remainder at the start of the next call. Otherwise they would be lost.

Setting the type of charge transfer on an analog extension:

3. 13 Charge Transfer (for Analog Extensions)

 

b

 

7

 

Q

 

65

 

0
Appropriate 
telephone

Universal 
password No charge transfer (default setting with analog extensions)

or

 

1
Transfer charges in the call (possible with AOCD only)

or

 

2
Charge transfer as quickly as possible (recommended for AOCE)

h If you have activated the (AOCE) feature and set function “charge transfer as quickly
as possible” you will often hear crackling or a slightly garbled dial tone when you lift the
handset. This should not worry you. The sound is just the call charge signals being trans-
ferred. If you last call was a long distance one that lasted quite a long time, the transfer
takes rather longer. You can, however, still dial as normal.
With fax machines and modems, the call charge signal should be deactivated (default
setting) to prevent data transfer problems.
Charges are transferred to ISDN telephones at the instant in which they accrue. Charge
transfer takes place even when the handset is on-hook.
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The PBX can record all external calls in a memory buffered against power failures.

The system records the following data per call:

� External calling number, maximum of 20 digits.
� Identification: successful/abortive.
� Identification: business/private.
� Identification: coming/going.
� Extension number.
� Time of start of call.
� Date.
� Duration of conversation or call duration with abortive conversations
� Accrued.

At output of this data, the following abbreviations are used:

� No calling number transferred
G For outgoing call
I For incoming call
B For business call
P For private call
V For abortive call

Ext. 31 34 /41-48 for external call of Ext 31-34 /41-48
Alarm For alarm on an external telephone
Door For door external call

The system can record up to 1000 calls. When the memory is full, no more calls are
recorded until it has been cleared (see user program). In the case of private calls, the com-
plete external calling number is not legible for data protection reasons. In the default setting,
the system records all types of calls (you can reset this in the user program).

You only need this start/stop function if you have set continuous charge and call data
printing mode (see user program). To be able to utilize the user software, you have to dis-
connect the printer from the serial port at times and connect your PC to it. Before doing this,
issue the stop command. Once you have connected the printer again, you must issue the
start command. Calls that were conducted after the stop command are stored and output
after the start command. In the default setting, continuous charge and call data printing is
deactivated.

Starting/stopping continuous charge and call data printing:

3. 14 Call Data Recording

3. 14. 1 Starting/Stopping Continuous Charge and Call Data Printing

 

B

 

8

 

Q

 

692

 

S
Programming 

telephone Universal password
1: start 
0: stop
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Using the following function, you instruct the PBX to print the charge and call data if you set
user software only operating mode (see user program/default setting). Connect a serial
printer to the PBX's serial port after you may have changed the output format of the charge
and call data (see user program) and enter the instruction for the output. The system then
prints the charge and call data via the serial port.

Printing the charge and call data of one extension:

In the ISDN, you have the option of transferring your own calling number to your called party.
If your partner has an ISDN connection and an ISDN telephone, he or she can see your call-
ing number on their display before starting the call.

Using the following function, you can specify which of your available MSNs/DDIs are trans-
ferred to your call partner. In this connection, you can differentiate between individual exten-
sions as well as between the business (going), private (going) and incoming types of call.

This means that from a specific extension, you can, for example, selectively transfer with
business calls your office number (from the yellow pages); with private calls your home
number (from the normal phone book) and with incoming calls yet another calling number.
This allows you to avoid transferring to a customer the MSN/DDI that you normally give to
private calling partners, for example. At the extension on which your fax machine is con-

h You can do without stopping. In this case, you must, however, be aware that the data
is lost of the calls that were carried on in the meantime.

In the serial printer that you are using, you must set the parameters of the serial port (no
protocol, 9600 bps, 8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no parity).

3. 14. 2 Printing charge and call data on demand

 

B

 

8

 

Q

 

691

 

n

 

0
Programming 

telephone
Universal 
password

Internal extension number 
(00: all) All calls

or

 

1
Business calls only

or

 

2
Private calls only

h If you have the PBX store only private calls in the call data memory, for example, you
cannot print any business calls here.
In the serial printer that you are using, you must set the parameters of the serial port (no
protocol, 9600 bps, 8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no parity).

3. 15 Calling number transfer

3. 15. 1 Specifying the MSN/DDI to be transferred
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nected, you can transfer your fax number. (In the default setting, the first MSN/DDI is trans-
ferred with every extension and every type of call.)

Setting the calling number (MSN/DDI) to be transferred for an extension:

The PBX supports the calling line identification restriction (CLIR) ISDN feature, i.e. using the
following function, you can specify whether you want to restrict the transfer of your own call-
ing number with outgoing calls. (In the default setting, the calling number is not restricted).
While you restrict calling number identification, the set calling numbers are retained. You
can, however, only use this ISDN feature if you have applied for it from your network pro-
vider.

Restrict/do not restrict display of your own calling number with external parties:

 

B

 

8

 

O

 

105

 

n

 

M

 

0
Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password
Internal extension 
number (00: all)

Number of 
MSN/DDI memory All calls

or

 

1
Business calls only

or

 

2
Private calls only

or

 

3
Incoming calls

h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the number of the MSN/DDI memory the
number of the associated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222).

3. 15. 2 Restricting transfer of the extension calling number

 

b

 

7

 

Q

 

100

 

S
Appropriate 
telephone Universal password

1: restrict 
0: do not restrict

h To temporarily restrict calling number identification for an individual call, punch in the
following before making the call: 

 

7

 

2

 

100

 

1. After making the call, punch in

 

7

 

2

 

100

 

0.
If this function did not restrict identification of the calling number, with an ISDN telephone
you can use the telephone function (if implemented) to restrict identification for outgoing
calls on a call by call basis.
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As-delivered, the available relays are set to the door functions. The tables below show all
the options that the PBX offers for configuring the relays:

3. 16 Using the Switching Relay

Relay Operating mode: Door function

No. 1 Intercom on lifting handset

No. 2 Door opening on dialling number for 1-99 s

No. 3 (ETS-4308 I only) Simultaneous switch-on e.g. staircase lighting for 1-99 minutes

Relay Operating mode: Alarm function (ETS-4308 I only)

No. 1 Switch on a siren, for example, on closing of alarm contact for 
1-99 s

No. 2 Switch on an indicator light, for example, on closing of alarm 
contact for 1-99 s

No. 3 (ETS-4308 I only) Same as relay no. 1

Relay Operating mode: Music function

No. 1 Switching on a CD player, for example, for 1-99 minutes as 
soon as music on hold is needed (with call transfer, queries, 
etc.)

No. 2 Same as relay no. 1

No. 3 (ETS-4308 I only) Same as relay no. 1

Relay Operating mode: universal switching relay

No. 1 Switching on in different ways a PC or a fax machine, for exam-
ple, that then both apply as follows:
1. Always on during the day
2. Always on during the night
3. Remote switching from an internal telephone
4. Remote switching, external
5. Switching on at the same time as the second doorbell trips 
(ETS-4308 I only)
6. Switching on for 1-99 minutes (PC relay) as soon as some-
body calls a specific extension in the PBX

No. 2 Same as relay no. 1

No. 3 (ETS-4308 I only) Same as relay no. 1

h For a description of how to wire the individual relays, refer to Chapter Connecting
External Devices to the Switching Relay on page I-18.
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Depending on the function for which you want to use your relays, you use the following func-
tions to set the operating mode separately for each one. The previous chapter described
how the set operating mode affects each individual relay.

Specifying the operating mode for the individual relays:

For some relay functions, you can set a closing time of between 1 and 99 seconds or min-
utes. For a description of the functions with which this is possible and whether the times are
in seconds or minutes, refer to Chapter Using the Switching Relay on page I-58. The default
setting for all the relays is 02 (two seconds or minutes).
Specifying the closing time for the relays:

3. 16. 1 Specifying the Operating Mode of the Switching Relays

 

B
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O

 

83

 

R

 

1
Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password
Number of the relay Door function

or

 

2
Alarm function (ETS-4308 I only)

or

 

3
Music function

or

 

4
Universal switching relay

3. 16. 2 Specifying switching times for the relays

 

B

 

8

 

O

 

799

 

R

 

T
Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password
Number of the relay Closing time: 01-99 corresponds 

to 1-99 seconds or minutes
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If you choose the universal switching relay operating mode for a relay, you use the following
programming step to specify what closing of the relay is dependent on. In the default setting,
all the dependencies are deactivated except for remote switching.

Specifying dependencies for switching the universal switching relay:

Deleting all the settings of a universal switching relay:

3. 16. 3 Universal switching relay
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S
Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password
Relay switches on with a second doorbell signal Number of 

the relay
1: switch on 
0: switch off

or

 

792
Relay is always switched on with day operation 

or

 

793
Relay is always switched on with night operation

or

 

794 

 

n
Relay is PC relay of the following internal exten-

sion number

h Settings “always on in daytime operation” and “always on in nighttime operation” have
higher priorities compared to the other switching options of the universal switching relay.
This means that it is not possible, for example, to use the remote switching function to
switch off the relay while one of these two settings keeps it in the switched-on status. With
remote switching, you still hear an acknowledgement tone because the system doesn't
ignore this new desired switching status but just displaces it. If you chose the “always on in
daytime operation” setting and use the remote switching function to switch on the relay dur-
ing the day, it stays switched on at the transition to nighttime operation.

Here, you can choose different successive dependencies. You can, for example, switch a
relay, during the day and as a PC relay as well.
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R
Programming telephone Secret password Number of the relay

h Universal switching relay mode is still set.
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If you have connected a door terminal to your PBX and you want to use the relay for the door
functions, you have to set this on the appropriate relays (default settings; see Chapter Spec-
ifying the Operating Mode of the Switching Relays on page I-59). 

You can program an extension as a door phone (see Chapter Door Phone on page I-43).
After lifting the handset, this extension is immediately connected to the door and it is possi-
ble to open the door by punching in 

 

2 (

 

F

 

2).

You can set for every party whether their extensions ring on receiving a doorbell signal from
one of the door keys. In the default setting, Ext 31 rings with all the door keys; Ext 32 rings
with door key 2, Ext 33 rings with door key 3 and Ext 34 rings with door key 4 (door keys 3
and 4 with the ETS-4308 I only).

Switching on/off the doorbell of a door key at an extension:

Internal call forwarding from door terminal is intended to start a connected answering
machine with a recorded announcement when a doorbell signal is received and to connect
it to the entrance intercom. This allows visitors outside the door to hear the recorded
announcement and to leave a message if they so desire. The doorbell must be activated on
the answering machine's extension connection (see Chapter Doorbells on page I-61).

With call forwarding from door terminal switched off, the connected answering machine is
called in the rhythm in which visitors outside the door press the door key. Not all commer-
cially available answering machines recognize this individual ringing signal. To switch on
automatically, many answering machines need a ringing signal (one second ringing, four-
second pause). With call forwarding from door terminal switched on, an extension set to
doorbell is called with this ringing rhythm whereupon a connected answering machine
responds and switches itself on. The call is ended after 30 seconds unless somebody
presses the door key again. As is normal, you can listen to the recorded message on the
answering machine itself or you can use its remote access feature. In the default setting,
internal call forwarding from door terminal is switched off for analog extensions and on for
ISDN extensions.

3. 17 Door functions

3. 17. 1 Doorbells
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K

 

S
Appropriate 
telephone

Universal 
password

Number of the door key 
(0: all)

1: switch on 
0: switch off

h By contrast with analog extensions where you can recognize the rhythm of pressing
the key, ISDN telephones ring with a one long tone rhythm.

3. 17. 2 Internal call forwarding from door terminal (door answering machine 
conversation)
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Switching on/off on the answering machine extension internal call forwarding from
door terminal with regard to a door key:

The function of external call forwarding from door terminal is to call an external extension via
an abbreviated dialling number in the case of a doorbell signal. This means that it is then
possible to set up a conversation between the door terminal and an external extension (e.g.
with your mobile phone). In the default setting, external call forwarding from door terminal is
switched on but the necessary abbreviated dialling number is not set.

Setting an abbreviated dialling number for external call forwarding from door terminal
of a door key:

Switching on/off external call forwarding from door terminal of a door key:

The ETS-4308 I PBX has an alarm input. If this input's two connections (ALARM and GND)
are connected together, the system issues an alarm (for more details on the switching input,
refer to Chapter Technical Data on page I-82).

The following functions can be carried out in the case of an alarm:

� Sirens and/or indicator light signals for a settable time (see Chapter Specifying the
Operating Mode of the Switching Relays on page I-59)
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Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password
internal extension number 
of the answering machine

Number of the 
door key (0: all)

1: switch on 
0: switch off

h In addition, you must switch on the doorbell function with this telephone.

Even with internal call forwarding from door terminal switched-off, Ext 41-48 ring, in
dependence on the ISDN telephone, with a one long tone rhythm.

3. 17. 3 External call forwarding from door terminal (door external conversation)
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password
Number of the door key 

(0: all)
Number of abbreviated 

dialling memory
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S
Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password
Number of the door key 

(0: all)
1: switch on 
0: switch off

h The set abbreviated dialling number is retained at power off.

3. 18 Activating alarm (ETS-4308 I only)
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� Calling a maximum of four alarm extensions that can be internal extensions and exter-
nal ones that are called via abbreviated dialling (see user program/by default the internal
extensions are numbers 31, 32, 41 and 42)

The alarm sequence is as follows:

� Alarm triggered at switching input (contact closed for longer than half a second)

� Settable delay time expired (see user program/in the default setting, there is no delay)

� One-off triggering of the sirens and/or the indicator light

� Alarm sequence (alarm calls to alarm extensions) that is carried out up to ten times (see
user program/three times in the default setting).

The alarm cycle is as follows:

� Calling at the same time of all the internal alarm extensions (special ringing rhythm/
with ISDN, depends on telephone set). This call lasts 60 seconds.

� After this, the system calls the first external alarm extension via the appropriate abbre-
viated dialling number.

� After this, the next external alarm extensions are called in sequence. After each call to
an external alarm extension, the system inserts a settable wait time (see user program/
in the default setting this is 30 seconds).

� On every alarm call to an external alarm extension, the system issues a two-tone signal
after automatically dialling the abbreviated number and the handset being lifted. This sig-
nal indicates the alarm status to the external alarm extension. The signal is output for 60
seconds. After this, the called party has thirty seconds to punch in a 0 on a DTMF tele-
phone or a DTMF generator to terminate the entire alarm procedure.

� If necessary, the system repeats this alarm cycle up to ten times.

Instead of the two-tone signal that the ETS-4308 I generates, it is also possible to use an
answering machine with an appropriate recorded announcement (see user program/in the
default setting, an answering machine is not used). The system calls this answering
machine that is connected to the ETS-4308 I at the same time as the external alarm exten-
sion and connects the two. The called party then hears the recorded announcement. When
the alarm answering machine has switched off automatically or after two minutes at the
most, the called party can terminate the alarm procedure using a DTMF generator.

If all the lines are busy (the 1st and 2nd B channels of the available external S0 port) when
making an alarm call to an external alarm extension, the PBX waits until a line is available.
This can lead to the alarm cycle being delayed. If the emergency call priority function is
set, the alarm call uses it, of course.

If you have an alarm system connected to the alarm contact of your ETS-4308 I, you can
use the following function to activate/deactivate it. If you just want to activate the alarm con-
tact for a one-off alarm, it is deactivated automatically once it has tripped. If you want the
alarm contact to stay activated after it has tripped, you must set it to “multiple active”. (The
alarm contact's default setting is deactivated).
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Activating the alarm contact:

As an alternative, from an external phone: 
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Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password
1: Activate for one-off alarm 

0: Deactivate2: Activate for multiple alarms
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580

 

S
External 
phone

Remote switching and 
programming MSN/DDI

Brief 
tone

External 
password

1: Activate for one-off alarm 
0: Deactivate 

2: Activate for multiple alarms

h Activation from an external phone is conditional on your having given the system a
remote switching and programming MSN/DDI and that you know the external password (in
the default setting, this is 4321). For more information, refer to Chapter Necessary Settings
for External Remote Switching and Programming on page I-70). If you call your PBX using
the remote switching and programming MSN/DDI, don't forget to dial the PBX phone
number before the DDI in the case of a PTP connection.
For more information on how to acknowledge (deactivate) an alarm once it has been trig-
gered, refer to Chapter Acknowledging a triggered alarm (ETS-4308 I only) on page B-24
in the Operator’s Manual.
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The next few sections will help you to specify the dial tone modes that the PBX uses as well
as the circumstances under which a special tone is activated.

In your PBX's various different operating status conditions, you can hear a wide variety of
different tones. To give you a better idea of how the tones sound, you can use the following
function to test-listen to them on your telephone.

Listening to one of the eight tones (or music on hold):

3. 19 Tones and music on hold

3. 19. 1 Test-listening internal tones and music on hold
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36

 

0

 

f
Any 

telephone
Universal 
password

Music on hold Corresponding 
tone

and/or

 

1
Continuous dial tone

and/or

 

2
Extension dial tone (3 short tones)

and/or

 

3
Acknowledgement Tone

and/or

 

4
Engaged tone

and/or

 

5
Special dial tone

and/or

 

6
Ringing tone

h If you want to test-listen to the internal music on hold, you should, if necessary, dis-
connect external music on hold; otherwise, you will hear a mixture of both.

If you are already test-listening a tone, you just need to punch in a digit to choose the next
tone.
If you want to listen to the next internal music on hold melody, after entering 

 

0 punch in
another 

 

0 Each time you enter another 

 

0 you cycle through the seven different internal
music on hold melodies. In the eighth slot, you will hear nothing and you can connect exter-
nal music on hold. The system retains the last melody that you set (or silence or external
music) when you.
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You can choose between three different internal dial tones, i.e. continuous dial tone, exten-
sion dial tone or special dial tone, which you can set at individual extensions. The dial tone
that you set here can only be heard when the calling party lifts the handset (not with direct
external telephones). After dialling the access digit, you hear the external dial tone. In the
default setting, the extension dial tone is the internal dial tone.

You want to set a specific dial tone at an extension:

In some rare cases, the exchange may not transfer the external dial tone absolutely cor-
rectly. Sometimes, this can lead to a faulty selection, since the PBX interprets the dial tone
as a dialled digit. In this case you can set the system up such that the PBX generates the
external dial tone. In the default setting, the dial tone comes from the exchange; the external
dial tone that the PBX generates is deactivated.

Switching on/off the external dial tone generated by the PBX:

3. 19. 2 Choosing the dial tone mode
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114

 

0
Appropriate 
telephone

Universal password Continuous dial tone

or

 

1
Extension dial tone (3 short tones)

or

 

2
Special dial tone (interrupted pulsating)

3. 19. 3 External dial tone
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password
1: Switch on 

0: switch off (comes from the exchange)
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If you want to be able to identify by the dial tone a device at which extension call forwarding,
immediate connection without dialling or call protection has been programmed, you can use
this function to set a special dial tone. You only need to make this setting once. The special
dial tone is then triggered on the corresponding telephone set by programming extension
call forwarding, immediate connection without dialling or call protection. (In the default set-
ting, the special dial tone is activated).

Switching on/off the special dial tone for an extension:

The next few sections will show you how to choose and test-listen the ringing rhythms for
internal and external calls.

You can choose between two different ringing rhythms for internal calls and set them at the
individual extensions. A sensible application would be to differentiate between two tele-
phones in an office, for example. In the default setting, three short tones is set as the ringing
rhythm for analog extensions and one long tone for ISDN extensions. 

Setting a specific ringing rhythm at an extension:

You can choose between three different ringing rhythms for external calls and set them for
the individual MSNs/DDIs. This means that at a telephone to which you have assigned sev-
eral MSNs/DDIs (e.g. 1st MSN: private, 2nd MSN: business) you can identify which of the
MSNs/DDIs the external calling partner is using to call you.

3. 19. 4 Special dial tone for immediate connection without dialling, call protec-
tion and extension call forwarding
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Q

 

119

 

S
Relevant 
extension

Universal 
password

1: switch on 
0: switch off

3. 20 Choosing ringing rhythms

h With ISDN extensions, the functionality of these settings is dependent on the con-
nected ISDN telephone. Most ISDN telephones support the one long tone ringing rhythm
only.

3. 20. 1 Choosing the ringing rhythm for internal calls
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0
Appropriate telephone Universal password 1 long tone

or

 

1
3 short tones

3. 20. 2 Choosing the ringing rhythm for external calls
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Changing the ringing rhythm for an MSN/DDI:

During operation of your system, you will hear various different ringing rhythms. To give you
a better idea of how the tones sound, you can use the following function to test-listen to them
at analog extensions.

To give you a better understanding of the ringing rhythms, listen ton one of them:
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0
Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password
Number of the MSN/DDI memory 
(00: all / 99: global call number)

1 long tone

or

 

1
3 short tones

or

 

Ü
Special rhythm

(No. 1-6)

h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the number of the MSN/DDI memory the
number of the associated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222).

3. 20. 3 Test-listening ringing rhythms 
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1

 

a

 

c
Analog 

telephone
Universal 
password 3 short tones

60 seconds or until some-
body lifts the handset

or

 

2
1 long tone

or

 

3
Special rhythm (No. 1)

or

 

4
Alarm call

or

 

5
Code calling (No. 3)

or

 

ü
Special rhythm (No. 3-6)
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For more information on how to carry out an automatic firmware update, refer to Chapter
Automatic Firmware Update on page B-27 in the Operator’s Manual. If the calling number
for the automatic firmware update should ever change, you can use the following program-
ming function to tell the PBX the new number.

If you use the automatic firmware update to load new software in your PBX, the firmware's
version number also changes. If you should need this version number at any time, e.g. to
tell a service technician the release status of your firmware, you can use the programming
function at the end of this section to query the version number.

Changing the calling number for the automatic firmware update:

Querying the calling number for the automatic firmware update:

Querying the letter of the current PBX firmware version:

3. 21 Automatic Firmware Update
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Programming 
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pulse dialling]
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(followed by an acknowledgement tone)
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f
Programming 

telephone
Universal 
password

Digit-by digit output 
(1st digit: place before dec. pt./ 2nd digit: place after dec. pt. / 

3rd and 4th digit: letter, e.g. A=01, B=02, ..., K=10 etc.) 
followed by an acknowledgement tone
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If you want to carry out remote switching of a relay, external programming of call forwarding,
external programming of the alarm or external room monitoring (see Chapter Carrying out
room monitoring on page B-23, Chapter Call forwarding (redirecting calls to internal and
external telephones) on page B-19, Chapter Acknowledging a triggered alarm (ETS-4308 I
only) on page B-24 and Chapter Switching the remote switching relay (by telephone) on
page B-25 in the Operator’s Manual), you must first 

� set a remote switching and programming MSN/DDI that you can use later to call the
PBX from an external phone. You must not, of course, reroute this remote switching and
programming MSN/DDI using call forwarding. Equally, if at all possible, you should not
assign this MSN/DDI to any other extension (call distribution).

� set the response time for external remote switching and programming if you have
assigned the remote switching and programming MSN/DDI to another extension.

� allow external programming of call forwarding if you want to program call forwarding
from an external telephone.

� change the external password (see Chapter Changing the Password on page I-72) if
you have allowed external programming of call forwarding. This allows you to prevent
unauthorized persons (hackers) from programming call forwarding on your system and
making phone calls abroad at your expense, for example. Note that in the default setting,
the external password is identical in all Auerswald PBXes.

� initiate room monitoring (see Chapter Initiating room monitoring on page B-22 in the
Operator’s Manual) if you want to carry out external room monitoring.

Under no circumstances must you use call forwarding to reroute remote switching and pro-
gramming MSN/DDI. In the default setting, no MSN/DDI is set.

Setting a remote switching and programming MSN/DDI:

3. 22 Necessary Settings for External Remote Switching and Programming 

3. 22. 1 Setting the remote switching and programming MSN/DDI
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M
Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password
Number of the MSN/DDI memory 

(99: global call number with PTP connection)

h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the number of the MSN/DDI memory the
number of the associated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2222).
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If at all possible, you should not assign the remote switching and programming MSN/DDI to
any other extension. If this is not the case, however, you must set a response time for the
external remote switching and programming functions. If somebody then calls the PBX using
the corresponding MSN/DDI the other extensions ring, initially, for the time you set. This
allows the people who are present to take the call. If nobody does within the set time, the
PBX automatically takes the call. (In the default setting, ten seconds).

Setting the response time:

Using this function, you allow or forbid programming of call forwarding from an external tel-
ephone.

Allowing/forbidding external programming of call forwarding:

3. 22. 2 Response time for external remote switching/programming
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T
Programming 

telephone
Secret password Response time 

(0-9: 0-90 seconds)

3. 22. 3 Allowing external programming
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0
Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password
External programming of call forwarding is forbidden 

(default setting).

or

 

1
Set/cancel at an external telephone is allowed

or

 

2
Setting/cancelling and entering any target calling number in 
the form of an abbreviated dialling number at an external tel-

ephone is allowed.

or

 

3
Setting/cancelling and entering any target calling number at 

an external telephone is allowed.

h Note in the latter case that if unknown third parties know your external password, they
can program any target number in the world and then dial it at your expense.
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By keeping your passwords secret, you can ensure that unauthorized people cannot pro-
gram your PBX.

You always enter a new password twice for security reasons. If you make a faulty entry with
one of the passwords, this means that you don't need to guess what your password really
is. The change does not become effective until you have punched in exactly the same
number twice. You must not use a 0 in your password unless you want it to be less than four
digits long. In this case, you must “pad” the password with zeroes at the end until the four
places have been filled, e.g. with a password of 67, enter 

 

6700). The external password
must always be four-digits-long. The universal and secret passwords must not start with the
same digits and they must always be at least one-digit-long. The password for private calls
may be between zero- and four-digits-long.

Changing the universal/secret/external password:

In the default setting, extension 31's private password is set to 3131, extension 32's to
3232,..., 

3. 23 Changing the Password

3. 23. 1 Changing the universal, secret or external password
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V

 

V
Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password Changing the universal password New password Repeat new password

or

 

76
Changing the secret password

or

 

77
Changing the external password

e Important: After changing the secret or universal password, you must ensure that
from this time on you always replace the digits 

 

1111 or 

 

2 at the start of a programming
step with the new password.

You must not forget the new password, since without the password you can no longer
carry out a large number of programming steps. If you do forget the password, you must
consult the manufacturer.

h If you are concerned about keeping your password secret, be sure not to store it on
an abbreviated dialling key on your telephone set. If you have a telephone set with an LC
display, you should lift the receiver after carrying out every programming step and punch in
any digit you like before replacing the handset. This prevents people from re-calling your
password from the last number redialling memory.

The changed secret password becomes effective after you replace the handset.

3. 23. 2 Changing the Private Password
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Changing the private password for an extension:

If a system display (optional accessory) is connected to your PBX, you must assign it to a
specific extension. You can then operate the system display from this extension. The exten-
sion in question should be a DTMF telephone or an ISDN telephone with a 

 

*key, so that
you can also operate the � functions (with many telephones, this is not possible either). For
more information on the range of functions and operation of the system display, refer to
Chapter Operating an SD-420 System Display on page B-28 in the Operator’s Manual. As-
delivered the first system display on terminal DIS1 is assigned to Ext 31 and the second
system display on terminal DIS2 to Ext 32 with operating mode 0 being set too.

(Second system display with ETS-4308 I only).
In operating mode 0, the system displays with an incoming call the calling party's calling
number. In operating mode 1 by contrast, the system displays your calling number (MSN/
DDI) that the calling party dialled. This can be sensible if, for example, you can be reached
at your extension on a private number and on a business one. After glancing at your display,
you know whether you should reply on behalf of the company or on your own behalf. As soon
as you have taken the call, the system displays the calling party's calling number.
Assigning a system display to an extension:
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X

 

V

 

V
Relevant 
extension

Universal 
password

Old private password 
(e.g. of extension 32)

New password Repeat new password

h If you are concerned about keeping your password secret, be sure not to store it on
an abbreviated dialling key on your telephone set. If you have a telephone set with an LC
display, you should lift the receiver after carrying out every programming step and punch in
any digit you like before replacing the handset. This prevents people from re-calling your
password from the last number redialling memory.

If you want to do without a private password, you can change the existing four-digit pass-
word into a zero-digit one. To do this enter a new password consisting of four zeroes. After
this, you initiate a private call by punching in 

 

90, the access digit 

 

0 and the calling number.

3. 24 Assigning a System Display
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n

 

1
Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password
Internal extension number 

(00: no system display)
Display calling number (MSN/DDI)

dialled by calling party

or

 

0
Display calling party's calling 

number

h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the internal extension calling number the
number of the associated system display (

 

1111 or 

 

2222).
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Setting a different extension as the programming telephone:

You carry out some functions for programming individual extension using the initiating digit
7:

Using the following programming function, you can specify whether individual extensions
are allowed to carry out these programming steps with or without the universal password.
You can, however, completely prohibit extensions from programming these functions. (In the
default setting, programming with the universal password is allowed).

Prohibiting an extension from programming the 7 programming numbers/allowing
programming with password/allowing programming without password:

3. 25 Changing the Programming Telephone
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n
Programming 

telephone Secret password Internal extension number

h The change becomes effective after you replace the handset.
If you have changed the programming telephone, Ext 31 is an additional programming tel-
ephone for ten seconds after a power failure (pull the plug out of the mains socket).

e Caution! Do not set the programming telephone as a door phone.

3. 26 Prohibition of Programming for Individual Extensions
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number (00: all) Programming forbidden
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1
Programming with password allowed

or

 

2
Programming without password allowed
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The following programming functions are for initializing the system. They allow you to return
completely to the factory settings the entire system or specific functions. The corresponding
settings that you make in this connection are listed in Chapter Default Settings on page I-79.

This is how you initialize individual function groups in your system:

You use the following initialization to reset the S0 port configurations including the entered
calling numbers, the MSN/DDI assignments (call distribution) and the type of connection.
Note: Since the calling numbers (MSN/DDI) are also cleared, extensions 31, 32, 41 and 42
ring again on every call with any MSN/DDI of your connection.

This is how to initialize your system:

3. 27 Initialization

3. 27. 1 Initializing individual function groups
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950
Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password

Initializes outgoing access, direct external access, abbreviated dialling authori-
zation, activation of block and release numbers (entered calling numbers are 

retained).

or

 

951
Initializes all passwords.

or

 

952
Initializes all tones and ringing rhythms.

or

 

953
Clears all extension call forwarding, follow-me's, callbacks, reservations, imme-

diate connections without dialling, call protection.

or

 

954
Initializes all the call data memories and all the and call charge functions.

or

 

958
Clears all the entered abbreviated dialling numbers (caution!).

3. 27. 2 Initializing S0 port configurations
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O

 

955
Programming telephone Secret password

h If you have an ETS-4308 I, enter after the digits 

 

955955955955 the number of the associ-
ated S0 port (

 

1111 or 

 

2).
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This is how you initialize the complete system:

3. 27. 3 Initializations of the complete system

 

B

 

8

 

O

 

98
Programming 

telephone
Secret 

password

Initializes the complete system, including the passwords, the system only 
retains entered calling numbers (MSNs/DDIs, abbreviated dialling numbers, 
block and release numbers) as well as outgoing accesses, MSN/DDI assign-

ments (call distribution), charge totals and call data.

or

 

99
Initializes the complete system, including the passwords, the system only 

retains entered calling numbers (MSNs/DDIs, abbreviated dialling numbers, 
block and release numbers).

or

 

90
Completely initializes the system without limitation.
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AOCD ISDN feature: Advice of Charge during

AOCE ISDN feature: Advice of Charge at the End

CCBS ISDN feature: Completion of Calls to Busy Subscriber

CFB ISDN feature: Call Forwarding Busy

CFNR ISDN feature: Call Forwarding No Reply

CFU ISDN feature: Call Forwarding Unconditional

CLIP ISDN feature: Calling Line Identification Presentation

CLIR ISDN feature: Calling Line Identification Restriction

DDI Direct Dialling In with PTP connection only

DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung e.V. (German Standards Institute)

ETS Electronic Telephone System

Ext Extension

HLC High Layer Compatibility, e.g. telephony, Facsimile Group 2/3

LLC Low Layer Compatibility, e.g. speech, 3.1 kHz audio

MSN Multiple Subscriber Number with PTMP connection

NTBA Network Termination for ISDN Basic Access

PTP Point to Point connection

PTMP Point to Multi-Point connection

3PTY ISDN feature: Three Party Service

4 Appendix

4. 1 Abbreviations Used
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4. 2 Pictograms that are used

 

a Replace the handset

 

k
Punch in a number in the specified range (in 
this case, a three-digit number between 100 
and 299).

 

b Pick up the handset

 

S
Switch a function on and off with a switch 
(1: switch on/0: switch off).

 

B
Pick up the handset of the programming 
extension (in default setting 31).

 

Ä Switch with three status conditions

 

c An extension is ringing.

 

N Day/night switching (1: night on/0: day on)

 

f
You hear a tone that is described in more 
detail in the corresponding chapter.

 

O
Punch in a password, e.g. the secret pass-
word (in the default setting, 1111)

 

g
Make a call. You first hear for a short time the 
ringing tone.

 

R
Choose the number of the relay (this differs 
depending on the PBX: with an ETS-4308 I, it 
is numbers 1, 2 and 3; with the others, it is 
numbers 1 and 2).

 

n
Punch in the Internal calling number or the 
extension number (this differs depending on 
the PBX; refer to the connection diagram in 
the inside front cover). In the case of pro-
gramming 00 is sometimes also possible for 
all internal extensions.

 

U
Clock time: 00-23 (hours) and 00-59 (min-
utes)

 

r
Punch in the external calling number or the 
one that you can dial via the exchange.

 

D
Date: 01-31 (day), 01-12 (month), 00-99
(year)
Note that 98-99 means 1998-1999 and 00-97
means 2000-2097!

 

T Duration (the digits you have to punch in are 
stated in the corresponding chapter).

 

F
Press the enquiry key (with DTMF tele-
phones, the flash key/with ISDN telephones, 
the enquiry key or a menu item/omitted with 
pulse dialling telephones).

h e Signs indicating information or a warning

 

1 Punch in the specified digit (e.g. 1).
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In the as-delivered condition, the PBX does not know any of your calling numbers (MSNs/
DDIs). This means that it considers each of the calling numbers of your ISDN connection
that an external subscriber dials as the first MSN and the telephone sets ring on subscriber
numbers (Ext) 31, 32, 41 and 42 (if available: refer to call distribution below). This changes
as soon as you enter an MSN/DDI in the system. In this case, these telephone sets only ring
in the case of the calling number that is entered as the first MSN/DDI or as the global call
number in your system.

The rest of the settings that you make, which are listed below, have been chosen so that you
can easily use your PBX without carrying out any further programming.

4. 3 Default Settings

Type of Connection of the external S0 port: PTMP Connection

Call waiting allowed: Deactivated with all extensions

Call protection: Deactivated with all extensions

Call forwarding, Follow-me: Deactivated

Call forwarding form an external phone: Deactivated, external programming is not allowed

Calling number displayed on external exten-
sion:

Enabled

Output of call and charge data: Continuous

Immediate connection without dialling: Deactivated with all extensions

Code calling allowed: Activated with all extensions

Direct external telephone: Deactivated with all extensions

Outgoing access: All extensions have full outgoing access

Passive fax switching: Deactivated

FLASH time: 0.1 seconds

Charge metering: The system assigns the charges to the extension 
that initiated the call.

Charge transfer: Off with analog/on with ISDN

Charge account: Is effective with all calls; however, the credit is 
unlimited for all extensions

Charge tariff: 0.12 DM/Unit

Call data recording: The system records all calls including the calling 
numbers in the individual call data logging memory

Call pick-up allowed: Deactivated with all extensions

Send ISDN service indicator (analog exten-
sions):

LLC: 3.1 kHz Audio
HLC: Omitted

Detect ISDN service indicator (analog exten-
sions):

LLC: 3.1 kHz Audio and Speech
HLC: Telephony, fax group 2/3 or none

Ringing rhythms for internal calls: Three short tones with analog calls, one long one 
with ISDN

Ringing rhythms for external calls: One long tone with all MSNs/DDIs
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Abbreviated dialling memory 110: Calling number 110

Abbreviated dialling memory 112: Calling number 112

Abbreviated dialling memory, other: No entry

Abbreviated dialling authorization: Users may only dial abbreviated dialling numbers if 
they have appropriate outgoing access

Alternation, conference and call forwarding: via the second B channel

Emergency call priority function: Activated

Passwords: 2 – universal password / 1111 – secret password / 
4321 – external password / 
3131, 3232,... – private password

Permission to program: Users are allowed to carry out their own individual 
programming with their passwords

Call distribution/ringing Ext 31, 32, 41 and 42 immediately on first MSN/DDI 
and global call number (of both S0 ports)

Call groups (ETS-2106 I Revision 2): Group 1: Ext 31-32 / 2: Ext 33-34 / 3: Ext 35-36

Call groups (ETS-2204 I): Group 1: Ext 31-32 / 2: Ext 33-34 / 3: Ext 41-42 / 
4: Ext 43-44 / 5: Ext 45-46 / 6: Ext 47-48

Call groups (ETS-4308 I): Group 1: Ext 31-35 / 2: Ext 3-3 / 3: Ext 41-42 / 
4: Ext 43-44 / 5: Ext 45-46 / 6: Ext 47-48

Serial port: Exclusive access for user software

Special dial tone if single call memory more 
than 80% full:

Deactivated

Special dial tone for call protection, immedi-
ate connection without dialling, call forward-
ing:

Activated

Restricted numbers, release numbers: No entry, not activated

System display is assigned to Ext 31 (to 31 and 32 with ETS-4308 I)

Day/night switching, automatic Deactivated, entered times: 07:00 and 19:00

Day/night switching, manual allowed with extension 31 only

Daytime/nighttime operation, different pro-
gramming:

programmed at the same time for daytime and 
nighttime/previous settings for daytime and night-
time are the same

Doorbell from door key Ext 31: all / Ext 32: 2 (Ext 33: 3 / Ext 34: 4 addition-
ally with ETS-4308 I)

Preferred external S0 port (ETS-4308 I only) 1st S0 port activated

Dial tone, internal 3 short tones with all extensions

Music on hold: Internal melody generator (melody 1) on

Wake-up times: No entries, deactivated
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Depending on the time of delivery, the system is supplied with a floppy disk or a CD.
Amongst other things, these data media contain the current user software for your PBX. This
software comprises a windowed, menu-driven user program that helps you to conveniently
program your PBX. You can also call the functions that can be directly programmed via the
users' lines. In addition to this, the software allows you to carry out a number of other func-
tions and to record the names and addresses of the 200 abbreviated dialling numbers. It is
also possible to print out the system configuration, the abbreviated dialling numbers, the
wake-up times and the recorded call and charge data. Using this program and one of the
PBXes described here, you can also carry out external remote programming of another PBX
of this type.

Make a back-up copy of the original software before starting the program from the floppy
disk. The program runs under Windows 3.1x, Windows 95 and Windows NT. To carry out
installation under Windows, first insert the floppy disk in the appropriate disk drive. Under
Windows 3.1x, in the Program Manager pull down the File menu and click on Run; in the
dialog box that is then displayed enter the drive letter of your floppy disk drive (e.g. a:) and
the name of the installation program (i.e. install.exe): your input should look something like
this: a:\install. Under Windows 95 click on the Start pushbutton in the task bar and choose
item Run; then, either enter the drive letter and the program name as described above or
click on Browse and then on install.exe and click on OK to close the dialog box. After this
follow the instructions that the program issues.
Or you insert the CD in the appropriate drive. Under Windows 95, the system starts the
installation routine automatically. Under Windows 3.1x proceed as described above but sub-
stitute the drive letter of your CD-ROM drive for that of the floppy disk drive. Follow the
instructions that the program issues.

If you have already made changes using your telephone or PC, load your existing configu-
ration from the system and use it as the basis of the remaining settings. If you want to gen-
erate a configuration based on the PBX's default settings, you should first choose function
“Create new configuration”.
Start with the “First Use” card to make the most important settings, e.g. the connection type
and call distribution. After this, it is advisable to use the “Thematic” card to make further spe-
cific settings. Once you have become familiar with your PBX's range of functions, the “Alpha-
betical” card will make it easier for you to find specific functions.
Once you are satisfied with the configuration of your PBX, it is advisable to store the corre-
sponding configuration file. After this, you must store the configuration to the system.

4. 4 CD or Floppy Disk Containing User Program for Windows

4. 4. 1 Installing the Software

4. 4. 2 Operating the Software

h The computer can create the configuration even when the programming switch is in
the “Programmieren gesperrt” (programming disabled) setting.
You should always use the user program's help function (available by pressing the
F1 key).
In menu item Settings...serial port, enter the COM port on your PC that you have con-
nected to the PBX that you want to configure.
Refer to the file called README.TXT for the most up-to-date information, which was
unavailable at the time of printing, as well as for brief tips on operation.
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Power supply

Mains voltage 230 V � 10%�, 50 Hz

Power consumption typically 21 VA

S0connection

Connection type S0 basic access as a PTMP con-
nection or a PTP connection, 
DSS1 (Euro- ISDN) protocol, the 
system is fed locally

Analog user line

Open-circuit voltage 40 V DC max.

Loop current 23 mA, approx.
Range 2 x 50 �, approx. 790 m at 0.6 mm 

diameter

Ringing voltage approx. 48 Veff, 50 Hz
Call progress tones 425 Hz � 5%, interval � 10%

a/b impedances symmetrical

ISDN user access

Connection type 1 S0 port, EURO-ISDN (DSS-1) via 
two sockets

Equipment Maximum of 8 pieces of ISDN 
equipment, a maximum of 4 of 
which do not have their own power 
supply, e.g. various ISDN tele-
phones

Range 150 m max. (with an internal S0 
bus laid)

Terminating resistor as-delivered is on

Music input

Input level max. of +3 dB (500 mVeff)
Volume adjustable using a control element

Input resistance approx. 38 k�

Serial port

Standard RS-232-C, V.24

Transfer rate 9600 bps (8 bit, no parity, 1 stop 
bit), no protocol

Input/output potential-free

Remote switching relay

Contacts potential-free, max. of 50 V / 1 A

Entrance intercom connection

Supply approx. 12 to 21 VDC to TOUT

Contact for door opener, max. of 50 V / 1 A
Doorbell input 5 to 15 VAC / DC

Alarm switching input (ETS-4308 I only)

Open-circuit voltage approx. 10 V to 12 V

Active status ALARM and GND linked for more 
than 0.5 sec

Contact request potential-free, 6 mA

Second doorbell (ETS-4308 I only)

Ringing voltage approx. 45 Veff, 50 Hz

Min. load impedance greater than 4 k�, typically 12 k� 
(not a house doorbell)

Temperature range

Operation 0...+40° Celsius, protect from 
direct sunshine!

Storage and shipment -20...+70° Celsius

Humidity 10 - 75%, non-condensing

Miscellaneous

Housing (W x H x D) 301 mm x 228 mm x 86.5 mm

Weight approx. 1660 g

Safety TÜV GS, EN 60950

ISDN user access

Connection type 1 S0 port, EURO-ISDN (DSS-1) via 
two sockets

Equipment Maximum of 8 pieces of ISDN 
equipment, a maximum of 4 of 
which do not have their own power 
supply, e.g. various ISDN tele-
phones

Range max. of 150 m (when used as an 
internal S0 and bus laid)

Miscellaneous

Installation Slot in PBX housing

Power supplied from PBX
Terminating resistor as-delivered is on

Installation optionally as an internal or a sec-
ond external S0

Dimensions 127 x 50 x 19 mm

Weight approx. 70 g

Safety TÜV GS, EN 60950

Technical Modifications Reserved

4. 5 Technical Data

4. 5. 1 Basic unit

4. 5. 2 S0E-4308 (ETS-4308 I 
only)
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� In the case of a mains failure, you cannot operate a power failure extension on the PBX
for system-technical reasons.

� On the PCB, you will find next to the S0 connection up to three red LEDs, which are for
service purposes. They indicate the following activities on the various S0 ports: (if the
LED is flickering, a B channel is busy/if the LED is lit up, both B channels are busy/if the
LED lights up briefly, a data channel message has been received/if the LED flashes at
0.5 Hz, layer 1 is activated. In addition, the external S0 port's LED flashes after a system
software update when the FLASH EPROM is being reloaded. To find out how you can
implement an external display, refer to ChapterWiring the LED Display on page I-21.

� The red control LEDs on the base PCB below the transformer or the relay show the
switching condition of relay No. 1 (TS), relay No. 2 (TO) and relay No. 3 (REL). If one of
the LEDs is lit, the corresponding relay is currently switched on.

� European standards ENV 41001 (DINV 41001) and EN 28877 apply to the ISDN con-
nection technology.

You must always comply with VDE guidelines when carrying out any work involving the
230-V mains voltage.
Always observe the following general safety information:
� Always install components when they are deenergized (e.g. when carrying out mainte-

nance).
� You must only ever put equipment into service when it is installed in a housing that pro-

tects it from accidental contact.
� Never open devices that are powered by an external voltage – above all by a mains volt-

age – until they are disconnected from the power source or from the mains.
� Regularly check electrical equipment and connection cables for damage or wear and

replace them if they are damaged or worn.
� Never use tools near or next to open or covered electrical conductors or conductor tracks

or near or in devices that are powered by an external voltage – above all by a mains volt-
age – until the supply voltage has been disconnected and the device has been deener-
gized by discharging any condensers that may be present.

� When using components, modules, circuits and devices, you must always ensure com-
pliance with the specified limit values for the voltage, current and power. If these values
are exceeded (even briefly), this can lead to considerable damage.

� The devices, modules or circuits that are described in this manual are suitable only for
their specified purposes. If you are not sure about their specified purposes, consult a
specialist.

4. 5. 3 Technical Information

4. 6 Safety information
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Auerswald GmbH & Co. KG guarantees this product for twenty-four months from the date of
purchase. If disturbances occur during operation, please consult your dealer or supplier. We
reserve the right to carry out repairs or replace components. The parts used for this will be
new or as new. Returned parts become the property of Auerswald GmbH & Co. KG.

The warranty excludes damage resulting from improper handling, operator errors, abuse,
external influences, lightning surge, changes to the product as well as changes or additions
to the product. Excluded from the warranty are also all parts subject to normal wear and tear
(e.g. leaking batteries). Equally, damage in-transit, consequential damages and the costs of
downtimes and time in transit.

The warranty claim is invalidated by repairs that are carried out by unauthorized persons or
organizations. The warranty will only be implemented on presentation of an unequivocal
proof of purchase (a bill or a till receipt).

If your equipment needs to be repaired, pack it carefully (if possible in the original packaging
material), enclose a detailed description of the trouble and send it post-prepaid either to your
dealer or to Auerswald GmbH & Co. KG. Outside Germany, you should send it to the respec-
tive main importer or distributor listed on the back of the manual.

Freight collect packages cannot be accepted.

Before sending your equipment, please inform yourself of the conditions of repair and
include a telephone number where you can be reached if there are any queries. This allows
us to repair your equipment and return it to you more quickly. 

Copyright

Passing on or duplicating the contents of this manual or parts of it is only allowed with our
express written permission. Offenders will be subject to claims for damages. All Rights
Reserved.

� Auerswald GmbH & Co. KG, 38162 Cremlingen, 1998

4. 7 Warranty Terms



Calling number tables for PTMP connection

Next table applies only to ETS-4308 I with two external S0 ports:

Calling number Analog extension ISDN extension

Number 1st S0 port 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

1st MSN: 01

2nd MSN: 02

3rd MSN: 03

4th MSN: 04
5th MSN: 05

6th MSN: 06

7th MSN: 07

8th MSN: 08

9th MSN: 09

10th MSN: 10
11th MSN: 11

12th MSN: 12

13th MSN: 13

14th MSN: 14

15th MSN: 15

16th MSN: 16
17th MSN: 17

18th MSN: 18

19th MSN: 19

20th MSN: 20

Calling number Analog extension ISDN extension

Number 2nd S0 port 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

1st MSN: 01

2nd MSN: 02

3rd MSN: 03

4th MSN: 04

5th MSN: 05

6th MSN: 06
7th MSN: 07

8th MSN: 08

9th MSN: 09

10th MSN: 10

11th MSN: 11

12th MSN: 12

13th MSN: 13
14th MSN: 14

15th MSN: 15

16th MSN: 16

17th MSN: 17

18th MSN: 18

19th MSN: 19
20th MSN: 20



Calling number tables for PTP connection

Next table applies only to ETS-4308 I with two external S0 ports:

PBX phone number (1st S0 port) PBX phone number (2nd S0 port)

Calling number Analog extension ISDN extension
Number 1st S0 port 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

1st DDI: 01
2nd DDI: 02
3rd DDI: 03
4th DDI: 04
5th DDI: 05
6th DDI: 06
7th DDI: 07
8th DDI: 08
9th DDI: 09

10th DDI: 10
11th DDI: 11
12th DDI: 12
13th DDI: 13
14th DDI: 14
15th DDI: 15
16th DDI: 16
17th DDI: 17
18th DDI: 18
19th DDI: 19
20th DDI: 20

Global no.: 99

Calling number Analog extension ISDN extension
Number 2nd S0 port 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

1st DDI: 01
2nd DDI: 02
3rd DDI: 03
4th DDI: 04
5th DDI: 05
6th DDI: 06
7th DDI: 07
8th DDI: 08
9th DDI: 09

10th DDI: 10
11th DDI: 11
12th DDI: 12
13th DDI: 13
14th DDI: 14
15th DDI: 15
16th DDI: 16
17th DDI: 17
18th DDI: 18
19th DDI: 19
20th DDI: 20

Global no.: 99



Customer Service
If you have any queries about your AUERSWALD telephone system, please contact your
dealer. Our close ties with our authorized dealers, appropriate training courses and a regular
flow of information make our authorized dealers your and our competent partners. 

We will be able to answer more quickly and more precisely any queries that arise if you first
gather all the necessary information, e.g. the AUERSWALD telephone system in question
and the telephones, answering machines or fax machines that are connected to it as well as
the version of the firmware and user software in the telephone system.

You can often solve many problems simply by reading the manual or the files that are sup-
plied with the user software. Outside Germany, you should consult the respective main
importer or distributor.
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